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Kelly Shutt,
a sophomore geography
major from Madisonville,
takes advantaga..of t he clear
weather to cycle across
campus. For many students
their bicycles are a main
form of transportation.

_Photo by ANITA McDOWELL

Presidential candidate interviews end
Navy leaqership,
MSU presidency
related for Kurth

Communication
represents key
states Darling

By ALLVSON HOBBIE

By KAREN GALLAGHER

Editor in Chief
Pointing out that he prefers to
be called "doctor" instead of
"admiral," Ronald Kurth, the
fifth and final candidate for
Murray State University's top
slot, said Monday he hopes his
36-year Naval career is not in
the forefront of MSU minds.
"In a few months my Naval
career (will be over.) I'm not go·
ing to be thinking about it and I
hope (the University) will not be
thinking about it," said Kurth,
58, who is currently president of
the United States Naval War
College in Newport, R.I.
When asked if his military experience would be compatible
with the structure of a regional
university, Kurth said "yes,"
explaining there is a mi~concep·
tion in the stereotype of
military leadership style.
''One learns to develop leader·
ship (skills) or doesn't survive

INSIDE
Student Government
wants $50 increase
2A
rescinded

By KAREN GALLAGHER

Ronald Kurth
as a Navy leader," he said.
Military structure is "from
the top down" as with a university structure, he said. "To
think you can shut (members of
the academia) out (of decision
making) would be fool hardy.''
Kurth described his own
management style as one of collegiality and conscientiousbuilding, adding, "There is
nothing that I would worry
about in adjusting to the collegiality of (a university.)"
See KURTH
Page 27

Editor in Chief
In his Friday visit to Murray
State, presidential candidate
John R. Darling said he is an
"open communication person"
who believes that trust holds an
institution together.
Darling, 53, was the fourth
candidate to interview on cam·
pus. He is currently the provost
and vice president for academic
affairs at Mississippi State
University in Starkville.
When asked why he wanted to
become the next president of
Murray State, Darling named
three reasons, "the quality of
the institution, (familiarity)
with this region of the country
and it is time I looked at becom·
ing president of an institution."
Darling said his familiarity
with this region comes from his
stint as dean of the college of
business and administration at

John Darling
Southern lllinois University in
Carbondale, where his first in·
clination toward a university
presidency began.
As president of Murray State,
Darling said he would pinpoint
areas where the University
wants to concentrate and "run
the flag up," but at this time be
was not in the position to set
priorities for the University.
During the student forum,
Darling gave his reflections on
how a university should be
See DARLING
Page 27
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News Editor
Murray State University
has released its official policy
on open records access.
There had been some confusion over the University's
policy since mid-October
when a Newscenter 11
reporter attempted to gain
access to the campus police
records concerning incidents
at Woods Hall and was
denied access.
Since October, campus
police have released to t he
media some reports containing names and others with
names or complete incidents
whited out.
Last month the Louisuille
Courier-Journal appealed to
the Kentucky Attorney
General for acce~;s to MSU
campus police records.
The written University
policy clears up some of the
confusion over what they will
and what they will not
release to the public.
In a memo released Mon·
day, the University ~tated
although it is mindful of its
obligations under Kentucky
Open Records Law CKRS
61.870 to KRS 61.884) to
release information to the
media, the institution also
has an obligation to protect
the rights of individuals to
privacy under the Family
Education Rights and
See MSU RESPONDS
Page 27
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SGA opposes deposit hike;
claims no prior knowledge
" increases that affect students
are generally brought before
Editor in Chief
the Student Governme nt
In November, a $50 increase Association for its imput;
in housing deposits was approv- a nd...the increase in the housed by the Board of Regents ing deposit was never brought
making the deposit $100 for in- before the Student Government
coming students. The Student Association in written or verbal
Gi>vernment Association is hop- form... "
ing this increase will be rescindHou s ing Director Paula
ed a t the Board's Feb. 17 Hulick, whose office initiated
quarterly meeting.
the suggestion of the deposit inSGA wants the deposit in- crease, said she was not sure
crease rescinded because of the where the confusion came from.
fmancial burden it would place
"I went to SGA and the
on students, said Eddie Allen, Residence Hall Association and
SGA president. He also said the it was my understanding that
increase proposal was never they understood (the inbrought to SGA's attention, as creases,)" she said. She said she
was normally done with fee was surprised it had become an
increases.
issue again.
Allen, who is also student
Allen said Hulick did speak to
Regent, said it was his fault the full 28-member SGA body
that the deposit increase was on Oct. 25, but no mention of a
presented to the Board without housing deposit increase was
\ his organization's knowledge.
made.
"I assumed that all the inAccording to the minutes of
creases had been mentioned (to that meeting, Hulick spoke
SGA,) but the housing deposit about a six-percent increase in
had not been," he said.
housing fees to cover utilities,
In its Jan. 31 meeting, the minimum wage and
SGA unanimously approved a maintenance and repairs, he
resolution against the housing said.
deposit increase, stating in part
Hulick said the rationale
By KAREN GALLAGHER

behind increasing the housing
deposit was three-fold: attempting to get a more accurate idea
of students seriously considering Murray State, assuming
that only committed applicants
would invest $100; trying to
lower the rate of no-shows
(st udents that apply for housing, but never move in) could
also be lowered if students felt
more of an incentive to get a
$100 deposit refunded - thus
limiting " tripling up" in
double-occupancy rooms; and
trying to absorb the costs of
damages.
Other schools have gone to a
$75 to $100 deposit and they
have seen lower no-show rates,
she said.
Allen said he believes the
higher deposit could keep some
students from applying to MSU.
He also said that deposit increases at other universities
should be even more of a reason
not to raise MSU's- as a possi·
ble inticement for students.
Students have made the com·
ment, Allen said, they would
prefer the temporary diacomfort
of triple occupancy in a room to
paying an extra $50.
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MSU student media has problems receiving records
University, said the student
media receive any information
concerning incidents and
Public safety departments at
five universities in Kentucky arrests.
"Anything we would give to
release information concerning
incident reports to student any other public media, we give
media, while at Murray State to our student media," Green
University, student media have said.
encountered numerous
Green, who started his posiproblems.
tion as director two weeks ago,
Under a Kentucky state law, said he went to the state police
all information concerning to find out what their policies
police incidents is to be made are in dealing with the media.
available to the public, unless
" Personally, I feel they
an investigation is pending.
(media)
should get what they're
Student media at Murray
to," he said. "I felt if
entitled
State receive incident reports
the
state
police would release it,
with names whited out. This information, under the Kentucky so should we."
Green said the media receives
Open Records Law, is open to
anyone in the public.
everything that is considered
Richard Green, director of open records, such as arrest
public safety at Morehead State logs.

By CATHY COPE
C8mpus Ufe Editor

"I don't make copies, but they found out when we visited them he said. "We don't give things
can look at the log and take was confirming practices that that are student disciplinary ac·
tiona, such as a guys' or girls'
notes," Green said. " State we've been engaged in."
Wynn Walker, assistant room (numbers) because that is
police indicated they thought
copies were inappropriate, and director of public safety at protected under the Buckley
Eastern Kentucky University, Amendment.' '
I've been going by them."
Walker said accident and arThe only time names are said the student media receive
omitted or whited out are if a any information that is under rests reports are given to student media, with the names inopen records.
juvenile is involved, he said.
"The media receives cluded on the report.
"Open record law is not just
"Names are not blotted out,"
for the media, it is for the whatever poli~e reports an~ i~;
public," said Judith Yancy, cident reports that come m , he said. "Unless there is an indirector of media relations at Walker said. "Anything that is vestigation pending."
"We give the student media
considered open records."
Morehead State.
Walker said the media anything that doesn't comYancy said she and Green
went to the state police to find receives copies of any case promise an investigation or soout what information was legal- reports except for those that are meone's public rights," said
ly considered open records and under investigation, in which Dan Keller, director of public
case. only basic information is safety at the University of
what was considered exempt.
Louisville.
"We (Morehead State public given out.
"By
agreement
with
the
stu·
See RECORDS
safety) are going by the
dent
media,
we
don't
release
Page 9A
guidelines the state police
have," Yancy said. "And all we names if it is a sexual assault,''

New program covers issues
By AMY LEAR

Photo by CRAIG RAYCRAFT

TV·11's new pubUc affairs program, ' NewaMakers,• aired for the flrat time with faculty and lltU·
dent panellsta dlscuMing the problems that student media are having with receiving open
recorda.

,-

Staff Writer
NewsMakers , a new public af·
fairs program dealing with
issues facing Murray State
University students debuted
'Monday on TV-ll.
•
.
.
The program Wlll aU' e~cp
Monday at 6:05 p.m. follo":ng
Headlines . "NewsMakers ts a
public affairs program devoted
to issues and people who make
news," said Kelly Hults, plann'ing director for TV-11. "It is
more in-depth coverage thap
the time we can give on
Newscenter 11."
Hults ~aid she, John Dillion,
K im F utre ll , and Kare n
Gallagher put the ideas for the
program together. Ideas for the
show will be proposed by Society of Professional Journalists
and Alpha Epsilon Rho and funneled through Hults who \\·tll
research the topic and contact
the guests.
"This was totally new for us,"

¥

Hults said. The first show was a
learning experience, she said,
but declared it a success.
She said there will be a few
minor changes but the format
will bas ically remain the same.
There will be a question and
answer sessiQn as a panel of student journalists and per haps a
guest panelist discuss the
week's topic wit h the progt·am's
gue~t Hult s will ac t a s
moderator for the show.
.
The first show deal~ with the
controversy concernmg ope n
records on t he MSU campus.
Hults said cv:ryt~in~ went
really well COllSI~enng the ~
Ciculty she_ hnd m . RChe~ulmg
guests to di~us.~ thts toptc.
Hults said next week's show
will feature Regents Chairman
Kerry Harvey who will discuss
the Univers ity's search for a
new president. Other shows will
focus on the special events
arena and the University's
policy on AIDS.
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MSU waits finalization
of system from vendor Let us publicize you!
By PATII BEYERLE
Ass•stant News Editor

Despite the planned contract
date of Jan . 1, 1990, Murray
State's debit card system i~ still
not underway und running.
"The biggest coniplaint is
' What's gomg on?'," said Paul
Bylaska, director of the University budget office nnd cllairman
of the planned debil card
system.
While studeuts wait for tlwir
new debit cards, Munay State
is waiting for Smart Card Solutions, the company contracted
out of A\lantn to create tho
debit card system, to complete
their side of the sy.;tem.
Bylaska said that although
lhe University had prepan!d fo1·
the system, Smart Card Solu·
tions have not yet finished a
final version.
Smart Card Solutions had
planned to use point-of-sale ter·
minals which thev discovered
did not have enough communication or memory
capabilities for the large scnle
project of Murray State's debit
card system, said Cas Waldrop,
product. manager for lhe Smart
Card debit system .
Although Smart Card has
rl•ceived the new equipment,
the system still must be com
pleted and tested. "We have
about 95% of the system put
together, but the last few per·
cent is the hardest,'' Waldrop
said.
"It will be an undetermined
amount of time before we get
the system going; right now, we
are shooting for a target date of
March 1, 1990,'' he said.
Waldrop said although the
project is about 60 days behind
schedule, things are now going
better than they were a couple
of weeks ago.
"We are in the process of
emperically proving each section of this system. When
everyone is comfortable with
the system, we'll vote and say
OK,'' Waldrop said.

Is your group tired of fooling with bulletin board posters? Think
about all the hard work and expense your group incurs to make
posters which few will read.
The Murray State News offers you a free alternative. Ust your
activity or event on our weekly Calendar/Around Campus page. It Is
so simple. All you have to do is 1.) stop by our office (111 Wilson Hall),
2.} complete a simple form, and 3.) place completed form in the
Calendar/Around Campus basket on our front counter.
Publicize your campus events free of charge witt'! The Murray State
News. Deadline Is 9:30 a.m. on Tuesdays.

'This is not just a matter of if someone ate a
meal, this is money
and financial records
and we are not going
to let them off the
hook.'
-Bylaska
" Having it up and running is
one thing, but having it to our
satisfaction is another,"
Byla~ka said.

762-4468

11 1 Wilson Hall

"It's extremely frustrating;•
he said. ··we can't control the
vendor and can't gu in and tell
them how to run lhe business. "

il
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National Leaders/tip Jlouor Societu

"This is not just a matter of if
someone ate a meal, this is
money and (inancial records
und we are not going to let them
(Smart Card Solutions) off the
hook,'' he said.
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Spring

This project is the first full
scale debit card systl'rn that
Smart Card Solutionll has
created, Waldrop said. They
also have a pilot program at
Georgia Tech. in Atlanta, Ga.

1~90

The membership committee of Omicron Ddta Kappa is now considering
qualified students for membership. The preliminary requirements which
must be met for a student to be eligible for consideration for dection are:

A. Rank in the upper 3596 of the class
B. Junior or Senior standing
C. O ne._sernester in residence at Murray State

The University is currently in
the process of testing phone
lines to see if the they are
receiving the data that will be
sent once the system gets
finalized. Waldrop said he is
assisting the school in testing
and finalizing the system.

D. Have attained special distinction in one o r m ore
of the five_phases of campus life:

1. scholarship
2. athletics
3. social service and religious activities
• and campus government
4. journalism, speech, and the mass media
5. creative and per forming arts

Once the system doe11 get
underway, students will have to
go to the Curris Center to get
their cards encoded to enable
them to switcll t heir meal plans
from the paper meal tickets to
the debit cards, he said.

Should you Jmow any Individuals whom you belleve meets
these requirements, we would appreciate your urging that
person to come by the office of Dr. Buddy Krizan, 207B
Business Building, to complete a Student Leadership
Prome. In order to be considered, nominations must be
received no later than Friday, Feb. 23.

Although the new system will
allow students to be able to buy
meal plans ala carte or have a
declining balance, Bylaska cautioned students against switching to a declining balance until the system was established
and running.

Suntanning Unlimited
Located behind RAINBOW CAR WASH
641N, 1/4 mile from MSU stadium

"Get ready for Spring Break with a Wolff Tan!"
300 minutes for $25

Flezible hours

We sell new an~ used beds. commercial and home units.
(Bank ftnanctng available)

1912 Coldwater Rd.
753--9540

For an appointment o~-1nformat1on call:

Brinl in your Valentine and aet a [JD.alttiq

I

TUESDAY

or
753-9274

DAY
CAREER
BUSINESS
INDUSTRY
GOVERNMENT
CO-OP

753-2045

I

I
FEB.

PLACEMENT
20

CURRIS CENTER

I
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Students willing to triple-up
rather than pay extra $50 fee
Unfortunately, it seems there has
' been a mix up in communication as
to the possible $50 increase in Murray State University's housing
deposit.
Recommended by the Housing office for the purpose of preventing the
tripling up of students in dorm
rooms, the Board of Regents
authorized the increase last
semester. The housing deposjt is
scheduled to increase from $50 to
$100 for incoming freshman in the
fall of 1990.
It seems, however, that wires were
crossed, and the Student Govern·
ment Association was unaware of
the proposed increase. They are
presently working to have the
Regents rescind it.
The Housing office justified the increase by saying if students must
deposit a larger amount of money for
their rooms, they will be more likely
to cancel their room reservations in
advance if they decide against
enrolling in MSU. Thus, the University will have a ·more accurate account of how many students will be
living in the residence halls and can
better prevent the tripling up of
students in one room.
It is understandable how this increase wou.ld help prevent inconve·

niencing students during the first
few weeks of each semester, but
would it be worth it to the students?
It seems many students would be
willing to put up with a little bit of
inconvenience for a week or two
rather than pay an extra $50.
Some students seem to think the
housing deposit is used to cover the
cost of any necessary renovation to
damaged residence hall rooms and
are confused as to what all that extra money would be used for since
they are already required to pay for
room damages at the end of each
semester.
According to the Housing office,
the only time renovation costs are
deducted from a student's housing
deposit is when that student fails to
pay for damages and is not returning to the residence halls the following semester. Otherwise, students
are required to pay for room
damages at the end of. each
semester.
The misconception many confused
students have is that their housing
deposits are automatically refunded
when they move out of the residence
halls.
Housing deposits are refunded to
students only if t hey check out of t he
residence halls properly. Students

..

0

••

who fail to notify the Housing office
What does the University do with
they are not returning or those who the deposits of those students who
fail to cancel by the cancelation fail to check out properly?
date, forfeit their deposits.

FEEDBACK------------St~dents . benefit

--

To the Editor: •
I would like to take this oppor·
tunity to respond to last week's
letter of Mary Kay Wright
published in The Murray State
News. Wright remarks that she
cannot take course::; in he1·
political science major because
the professors in that depart·
menl are too busy teaching
world civilization courses
She notes thal although some
professors "have backgrounds
that include world history ...1
know of one professor who has
never had a course in world
history and is teaching world
civilization this semester."

from teachers of many disciplines

Wright goes on to indicate that
the decision to have political
science professors teach world
civilization is not in the best in·
terest of students because the
latter " are being denied
qualified professors.··
Although I sympathizt• with
Wright's plight, it seems lo me
that . she would benefit from
looking at this problem from a
broader perspt>ctive. Students
in Lhe world civilization courses
directly benefit from professors
who come from a wide variety of
disciplines - the courses are,
after a11, called me 101 and
102 Cthis abbreviation stands

News
TM ftlt~rray !it<>lt Nrw• wolcomb commenta llDd viewa from re&~n and w1ll print thom
tn the form ollett•rt to the editor on the Viewpoint pagea.
Tltr Nru.·• ataiT feel• a ""'ponolbility to provtde• vehicle for opimona and eonurn•. but h..,.
~ oon11 l>f••• r•ud•lin.. for the Feool>fck columns.
The deadline for recGIYlnglltttera •• at 3 t>-m on the Monday prior to Frulay•a P•P"r t..c .
tort are publothed aa •patP alloww.
All lett<•rt m11.1t be aimed and inelude the writtr't addr-, cla"aifi.,.tlon or title ,ond
phont number for vorificatlon Letttrt timed by mo~ than ODL' po1110n may be prlnlt•d 11
tht •taffa dl~eretion Allletw.-. printed wll\ be on file at Th••
offict< for public in•pectton followIng publiCAtiOn.
W~ raerve tho riaht to edit lett•ra l.o conform With lltyle 01' l))eC:tAI .,...cificnliont.
If factiUile,.,.ra are found tn th" ltttar. the author wtll be notified lfth• writer doo• not
corl't'Ct tho lett>or. ot will not be printed .
All leU.ert t hould be typed and doubi&-IJ>aeed and •hould not be mm-e than 300 wordt.
Wriwrt ol lolljC~r letten ohould contact the ne...'Wptlper •tlllf about arran11•menlA.
Thr Nru·a welcontee materlaltn oppoiJition to ita editorial stan<'O or that of other c:olumnll!tt or letttr ,.rlt.ert. The offite~~ o(Thr Ntwlate I~ in Room 111 Wilton llall . l.cttera
ahould be add........J to the Editor In Chief or cleli•eted to th• om-.

N•,.•

for Interdisciplinary World
Civilization).
In order to provide the 14 to
19 inst1·uctors needed to teach
world civilizat i on each
semester, at least four or five
departments are asked to par·
licipate. The~ de_!>nrtments, in·
eluding political science. know
that they can bring their
vtu·ious expertise - in politics,
geography, social phenomenon,
history, religion and many
other fields - to bear to
enlighten the students in their
world civilization classes. None
of us have been specifically
trained in world civilization; we

have all had to tool up for th1s
Many departments are
complex and necessary course. understaffed because of the
serious financ1al problem!! Mu•·For the greater good of the en· ray State has experienced over
tire student body at Murray the lust several years. If classes
State. many departments par· are not being offered within
ticipate in the world civilization department::; that participate in
course even though they rnay the world civilization sequence,
have more difficulty finding the let me suggest that students
staff for their departmental call this to the attention of the
offerings.
appropriate deans and vice
Thus, contrary to Wright'~:~ presidents so that Lhose depart·
remark, the best interests of the ments can secure funds and add
students are being set·ved by staff.
the participation of the departTerry W Strieter
ment of political science and
World Civilization
other departments in the world
Acting Coordinator
civilization sequence.
Depru·tment of History
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''Have you ta~en an interest in the presidential search?''

I

Don McCuistion

Mark Moats

Andrea Boggess

Rose Kelley

Howard Theus

Sophomore

Senior

Sophomore

Senior

Sophomore

"I've taken an interest in
the presidential search, but I
really didn't have a chance to
attend the forums. They were
set up at a t ime in the afternoon when I couldn't get out
of class to go, and that is probably a problem a lot of
students had. I've been by
afterwards, and 1 didn't see a
lot of students coming out.

"I am obviously interested
in the future of Murray State,
but honestly, I haven't been
to any of the forums.

"No, I haven't. I haven't
heard much about it, so I
haven't really thought about
it.

"I have kept up with what's

I read something in The
Murray State News about it
last week or the week befor~.
but that's it.

being said in The News and
the information that was being given, but as far as taking a personal interest and
going and asking questions
for myself, I guess I haven't
really taken the responsibility that I should hnve.

"I guess I've kept up with
what's going on because I
know that sooner or later
their decision is going to af.
feet me. Every student should
be interested in what's going
on with the situation."

"I guess I haven't really
taken an interest in it
because I feel like t he
students don't really have a
say in who the new president
is anyway. They just choose
who they want. and he takes
over. Why should my opinion
make a difference?"

" I guess rm just relying on
the decision of SGA and the
senators. I know that tbev
have been keeping up and ar~
really concerned with what's
going on. They're going to
make the right choice."

- ....

"Yes, I have. I've been to
one of the student forums.
They're very important to
me, but I haven't been able to
go to all of them because of
class conflicts or work.
"I am interested. I hate
that I didn't get a chance to
see all of them. I enjoyed the
forum that I went to. I think
that it was nice that they had
an opened meeting like that
for the students.
"I don't think it was
publicized enough that it was
particularly for the students.
They had a banner in the
Curris Center about the
presidential search, but it
didn't encourage the students
to come.

"Nl, I haven't really taken
an interest in the presidential search.
Im transfering schools, and
right now I don't really have
time to pay much attention to
what's going on here.
"I read some articles, but I
haven't really got much in·
volved in it. I've glanced over
what they've had to say and
stuff, but as far as getting into it, no, I haven't.''

rrtiis Litt{e Piggy Went to Mar/(?t
KENTUCKY

LOmRY

Prairie Farms
•
1ce
cream
and
sherbert

Open 24 hrs
Monday-Friday

1/2 gal.

$1.99

7 a.m.-midnight

oz.

Saturday & Sunday

Piggly Wiggly

apple sauce

Piggly Wiggly

16 oz. can

saltines

2 for $1
Soutfi 12 tfi Street

ana (j[end'a[e

%is Littfe Piggy Sfiops at

1 lb. box

Pigg{y Wigg{y

69¢

'fJJie Origina{ J2l.merican Supermark.?t/1

--

.(

753 -9616
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MSU enrollment increases
5.5 percent since last year
By KRIS FAZI
Reporter

Preliminary figures show
Murmy State University' A total
enrollment has increased 5.5
percent from a year ago accor·
ding lo Phil Bryan, dean of
admissions.
Full-time enrollment increased six percent from a year ago,
and Bryan said it is becau!'e of
two reasons.
"The attendance rate of Kentucky's colleges has gone up 12
percent since 1987," he said.
"For the last several years,
community college enrollment
has also inct·eased dramatically; Murray State is getting its
share of these students two

years later when they come to
get four-year degrees.' '
Bryan said enrollment is
do'W'Il six percent from last
!lemeRtet·.
"Normally, from fall to spt··
ing, we dt·op anywhere from fi ve
and a half ln ;;ix percent,"
Bryan said. " This is becausu
some people go to school for the
first time and decide it really
jsn't for them; f-Oome go into the
service, get married, decide to
work or just sit out for awhile.''
Bryan said the six percent
decrease in enrollment from fall
to spring is typical of any
university in the nation.
"There is really nothing
unusual about the enrollment
figures at thi~ lime," Bryan
said.

Designated driver cards
used less than expected
By STEVE COLE
Reporter

In an effort to benefit Munay
State University students, the
Student Government Association spon::;ored u designated
driver program in conjunction
with Alcohol Awareness Week
last fall.
The purpose of the progt-am
was to rewurd the student who
was acting- us the designated
driver that night with free nonalcoholic drinks when he or she
prc~ented the designated driver
card to any establiHhmcnt in
Pmyear. Tenn.
The designated driver cards,
good through the spring
semester, were issued to every
student or·ganization on campus, along with the residt>nce
hall directors. Each organiza·
tion received three cards to
distnbute among its members.

Ralph Woods Memorial Award
Established to honor students who have made an
outstanding contribution in service and leadership to the
University campus.

Criteria:
1. Must be a December 1989 or May 1990 graduate.
2. Must be a person whose campus activities indicate
leadership.
3. Must be a person who promotes change (Can ·
accomplish goals and is of service to students and
faculty.)
4. Grade point average is of no consideration.
Applications are available in the Office of Student ~ctivities.
Three letters of recommendation (from peers, instructors or
whomever you like) validating the nominee's leadership
capabilities must accompany your application. Applications must
be submit~ed by Friday March 2, 1990.

uRing the cards, it is ::;till
useful ."
Jack C. Taylor, owner of
Tuylot·'s Bar and Grill, !;aid he
recalls seeing the cards used
fievenll times, but not as much
UR he thought. they would he
used.
" The designnted dnver pro·
gram is a good progrr.m that 1
wish more people would U!<C,"
Taylor said. ''I don't mmd at all
honoring the cfll'd by giving the
pe_rso~. free non-alcoholic
dnnks.
For Kal -Man-Doo, the
designated driver cards are
seen mostly on Friday nights
and when they have bands performing there.

Funded by SGA

•••••••••••••••••••••••••
••
••
:• 10°/o OFF :•
:••
Coupon :••
•
•
i• Comics •i
:
Plus
i•
•

··It's common to see five or six
cards on an average Friday
night because of our specials,''
bartender Adam Diamont said.

"1 like the probrram and hope
Accordi n g to the more people wtll use it. I think
establishments in Puryear , the they will this semester."
program is seen as a po!Oitive
Jerry Robert:;, SGA :secretary,
idea, but the participation has said he thinks that the program
been limited.
will fare better t his semester,
Robert Danielson, manager of mainly because the students
t he Big Apple Care, said he will be more familiar with us hopes the program will keep ing the cards.
growing so more people will use
" We're going to try to init .
crease the student's aware ness
"On the whole, there have on· of the program this semester,"
ly been a few instances where Roberts :;aid. " I f you can get
someone has used the card," more people ta lking a bout the
Danielson said. "But, even if progra m, then more people will
you only see half-a-dozen people use tl."

i

•• Expires Feb. 16, 1990 ••
••
•••
••••••••••••••••••••••••••

You just never know who's r ushing
to Comics Plus to grab their favorite comic!!!

Debit cards delayed further
sponsor a Valentine's Dance
from 6:30 p.m until midnight
Staff Writer
in Ordway Hal l for non·
Early March is the an- traditional and commuter
ticipated date for debit card students.
u sage, accor d ing to Cas
• A letter requesting informs·
Waldrop, hardware engineer tion on condom machines was
from Smart Card Solutions Inc. sent to West Brook Vending in
Waldrop, who arrived at Mur- Nashville, Tenn.
• Family Day for non ray State University Feb. 2 to
t r aditional and commuter
get the debit card system wOt·king, attended the Student students and their familie:; is
Government Association Feb. 17.
• SGA Vice President Charlie
meeting Wednesday to answer
Sanders read a prepared proquestions about the system. He
posal concerning the removal of
will stay at MSU until the
student
apartments from Ordsystem is on line and working.
way Hall.
• SGA President Eddie Allen
Other items discussed:
asked for suggestions on im• On Feb. 16 the SGA and the
proving ret,>istration.
Never 'I'o Old Too Club will co·
By LAURA DOUGHERTY

,----

i

Southside Shopping
:
Center
:

"Where Your Comic Needs
Are Our Business"
Southside Shopping Center
753-0920

Monday-Friday 5 p.m.-8 p.m.
Saturday 10 a.m.-5 p.m.

Geoscience professor
chosen as chairperson
By JENNIFER PLOCHER
Staff Writer

Luis A. Bartolucci, associate
of geosciences at Murray State University, has been
selected to serve as a chairman
of the Space Conference of the
Americas: Prospects of Coopera
tion for Development.
Bartolucci was chosen from a
pool of internationally renowned scientists and will host one of
five sessions at the conference.
The conference will be held in
San Jose, Costa Rica, March 12
through 16.
Bartolucci has worked with a
select group of scientists for the
past two years in order to
organize the conference. Carl
Sagan , president of the
Planetary Society, Louis Freedman, general director of the
Planetary Society and
Astronaut Franklin ChangDiaz were among his colleagues
on the committee.
profe~sor

ing the ozone depletion, Bartolucci said.
Bartolucci studied geophysics
with an area in Image Processing at Purdue University. He
then taught for 10 years at the
NASA lab at Purdue. This
background serves him well at
MSU where he is the principle
investigator at the Mid·
America Remote Sensing
Center in the Lowry Learning
Center. The center has been
functioning as the official
transfer agent for NASA
satellite remote sensing
technology since 1979.
MARC conducts many pro·
jects such as keeping inventory
of and monitoring land use/land
cover, wildlife habitat, forests,
and surface mines. It also
monitors mineral exploration,
soil erosion, and water quality
assessment.

"This sensing center is one of
very few in the United States,"
" We are looking forward to Bartolucci said. "Information
developing a stronger link from MARC goes to different
among the space related efforts government agencies, for examthroughout Canada, the U.S., ple, The U.S. Department of
the Carribean and all of Latin Agriculture or the U .S .
Geographic Survey.''
America," Bartolucci said.
Bartolucci's session of the conference concerns the applied
space sciences.
"Thts includes all spacerelated activities such as
satellite remote sensing,"Bartolucci said.
Remote sensing is done
through satellites which obtain
images of Earth from space.
This information can be utiliz~
for any number of causes including developing better crops
in underdeveloped countries,
studying the effect of deforestation in the Amazon or monitor·

Besides the applied space
sciences, other areas will be
covered in four different sessions. These topics are space
technology, education, basic
space sciences and legal
aspects. The United Nations
Development Program is fun·
ding the conference, Bartolucci
said.
"I feel honored to be among so
many well-known scientists,"
Bartolucci said. "It is also very
good for Murray State to be
represented together with other
NASA facilities."

Market .game gives real
· investment experience
the f1rst period, which ended in
December, the winners received
Reporter
40 percent of the $5 entry fees
The Economics and Finance which were collected.
Club's Investment Game is
The totals which they earned
helping to mold Murray State
students into stock market in Decmeber are applied to the
competition in the spring. The
wizzards.
The game, an annual event, first and second place winners
gives students experience in the in May are awarded 60 percent
stock market and prepares of the entry fees.
them for future careers, said
John Mearns, a junior from
Betty Driver, adviser of the Dallas, Texas, lead the 25-team
Economic and Finance Club competition in December by
and organizer of the earning a 372.8 percent return
competition.
on his investments.
"Each team is given a $50,000
" These returns are
fictitious portfolio in which to phenomenal," Driver said. " It
invest ," Driver said.
gives them great experience ...
The game last!l an entire
The students' involvement in
school year during which the game reflects the success
teams, made-up of an unlimit- the club has had in sponsoring
ted number of players, buy and the competition . "We have
sell stock using their money always had around 25 teams,"
supply.
Driver said, ' 'In the four years
''The teams invest in common we have had it there has always
stock, mutual funds, options been good participation."
and prefe rred warrants,''
Any student can ent~r the
Driver s aid. "Then every two
game
at any time of the year.
weeks we look at their investments in the stock reports ''Anyone can enter, you don't
and calculate their gains and have to be a business major,"
Driver said.
losses in their stock's prices.''
Interested l'!tudents can pick
Winners are determined by up entry forms in the finance
the amount of capital they have department on the third floor of
a t the end of a period . During the business building.
By JAY MOREHEAD

Higher salaries
may mean cuts
in academics

14K GOLD
HERRINGBONE
7" BRACELET

By KJ BRANDSTETTER

Reporter
If Murray State University
faculty and staff get an
across-the-board, nine percent raise as the Board of
Regents has directed,
academic programs may suffer the consequences of the
reallocation process.
When the Board finance
committee met Jan. 29, it instructed the administration
to raise faculty and staff
salaries higher than the five
percent raise proposed by
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson. The
additional two percent was
proposed by Acting University President James Booth.
"The Board of Regents, in
effect, has said to the ad·
ministration, 'You are the administration and you are the
ones the decisions should
come from ,"' said Faculty
Regent James Hammack.
"Coming up with those
figures will require some dif·
ficult decisions, but I think
the Board is aware of that."
The plan means that some
of the money will come from
Wilkinson's proposed $206
million budget, some will
come from extra revenue and
the rest will come through
University belt-tightening.
Faculty Senate. President
Farouk Umar read a letter
from Board of Regents Chairman Kerry Harvey to faculty
senators at their Tuesday
meeting. In the letter,
Harvey explained that the
Board's instruct ions will
"necessitate difficult decisions" and may "identify inefficiencies" in current
University budgeting.
Ward Zimmerman, vice
president of finance and ad·
minstrative services, said the
raise issue is criticial because
the money will be taken from
other programs.
"It was real easy for the
committee to ask us to do
this," he said. "But...l don't
see a surplus of funds
anywhere in the University."
Because of MSU's high
faculty-to-student ratio, Zim·
merman said, the cuts could
come in instruction through
attrition.
Or academics could feel the
pinch. Though Hammack
said the Board stresses
academics, no program is a
"sacred cow" safe from
budget cuts.
Terry Barrett, senator. of
the psychology department,
asked senators why the
money should come from
academic programs.
"How can we enhance
academics by taking away
from academics?'' Barrett
asked. "lt doesn't make sense
to take from academics."
Instead, Barrett said, the
University should examine
why the intercollegiate
athletic budget has grown
consi s tently while the
University's operating
budget has not.
Over the next two years
$174,000 will be taken from
athletics for the general fund,
Hammack said.

J:IEf]DLMS
ANNOUNCES

Anne Marie Hole
and
Tern Walston
hove joined their staff.
Call for appointment 1 walk-lns wefcome.

Wlllatrbr
12 Dixieland Center 753-0082

LoOk What's
Coo kin'
Now. •• • •
HOT PlATE LUNCHES
3 Meats & 6 Different
Vegetables Daily
With Hot RoUs or Cornbread

Monday Friday
11 a.m. - 2 p.m.

1 Meat & 2 Vegetables
or 4 Vegetables

$2.99

(69' for additional vegetable)

Hwy. 641 N.

753-9257
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MSU exchange brings Course format change includes
two cultures together use of supplementary materials
By JON FUTRELL
Staff Wreter

Since the fall of 1984, Murray State University has conducted a student exchange
program with the
Technological Institute of
Costa Rica <ITCRl in Cartago,
Costa Rica.
El e ven Co s ta Rican
students and 12 MSU
students havt! exchanged
campuses for a semester
under the program. Among
them are Chris Wells, a
senior psychology major from
Kansas City, Mo.; Tracey
Brown, a senior chemistry,
Spanish and business administration major from
Hopkinsville; and Roberto
Portuguez, working on his
masters of busines s administration debrree.
Wells left in mid-January
~ for six months at the ITCR.
Brown returned at about that
time from that same school.
Portuguez is a Costa Rican
student just beginning his
semester at MSU.
Portuguez said . he is not
simply here to complete his
masters degree. "My goal is to
promote Costa Rica and my
university," Portuguez said.
"(Also) to know how the
Univert;ity studies, to know
the people, the difference in
our academic system and your
system (and) how the teachers
teach the classes."
He has only been on campus
for 24 days, but Portugucz
said he already likes MSU.
"It's a very nice place," he
said "The people are so very
nice, very special persons. I
enjoy being here.''
He said his only problem
has been with the language.
"I learned some English, but
you have idioms here. IL's the
~arne pel"fect English, but it's
very mformal and casunl.''
Portuguez said.
Brown said she found her
experience at ITCR to be
quite exhilarating. "From the

'From the moment I
got there, it was non·
stop talking, dancing,
traveling, meeting peo·
pie and learning Costa
Rican culture.'
-Brown
moment I got. there, it was
nonstop talking, dancing,
traveling, meeting people and
learning Costa Rican
culture," Brown said. "It was
the best six months of my
life."
Brown said she found life as
a student in Costa Ric.'l to be
somewhat. similar to that of a
Murray student, taking
classes in such subJects as
music appreciation and oral
communications. She Jived
with the AI varez-Bonilla
family while there. She said
she found them and the rest of
Costa Rican people to be quite
friendly.
"They're known for being
the friendliest people," Brown
said. "They'll open their
hearts and homes to you."
She said she also enjoyed
their beaches, which are often
called some of the most
beautiful in the world.
Another interesting thing
she did was teach an English
class. "I was paid $500 to
teach English," Brown said.
"That's what made it so
special."
In Costa Rica leather is less
expensive than in the United
States, but chocolate is scarce.
Brown bought a leather
wallet and business card
holder for less than $10 each.
A bag of Hershey'-" chocolate
chtps that costs $1.50 here
costs $6 to $7 in Costa Rica.
'The only advice Brown :;aid
she had for future students
going to Costa Rica as part of
the exchange progt·am is to
"be ready fot· thP best ex·
perience of your life and bring
your smiles."

SAY IT WITH ROSES
THIS VALENTINE'S DAY

By MELANIE BUCKLIN
Staff Writer

The change of AST 115 to
AST 199 offers students a more
down-to-earth view of
celestial objects.
The change originated in lhe
fall of 1989 as a measure to
standardize several general
education science courses.
Included in the change were
GSC 199, CHE 199, which
replaced CHE 103. and BIO
"What we are looking for are
199, which replaced BIO 101.
IDC 103 and IDC 104 were things to help explain things
also dropped from the 1989 fall that sometimes require a lot of
discussion," he said.
course offerings.
He said the presentations
AST 199 was upgraded from
the two-part AST i 15 class assist both students who were
ond AST 116lab to a single four absent and !;tudents who were
in class, but want to review.
credit hour course.
"We have about 260 students,
The new course includes the and we realize not all of them
use of audiovisual materials can be there at the same time,"
and computer assisted he said.
instruction
Jackson said in many cases,
Bill Burnley, assistant pro· astronomy is one of the litst
fessor of physic~; and astronomy, cou~ses freshmen take and he
said they do not want to replace wants to make the class enLhe lecture and required joyable and interesting for
readings with the videos, but them.
rather use it as a supplement.
"We realize that these people
He said there are not videos are not scientists and we cannot
on everything, but the depart- teach a technical course for
ment does have 10 or 12 on them," he said, "yet we want
specific topics discussed during them to have some real
the semester.
understanding of science and
"For instance, when we're the subject."
studying the solar system, we
Wesley Sadler, a freshman
have a couple of good videos we computer information systems
can present with the reading mejor from Breman, said he enand lecture," he said.
joyed the labs.
Burn ley said he thinks
"We discussed things more in
~;tudents get more benefit from
plain t.alk," he said. "It was
the class when they see the more like student to student."
planets up close on video after
Elizabeth Wilson, a
doing the readings and listensophomore psychology major
ing to the lectures.
Donald Jackson, associate from Louisville, said she ended
professor of physics and up learning more than she
nstronomy, said he also thinks thought she would.
the class is going very well and
"It was interesting learning
students are enjoying the exlra about the greenhouse effect and
things done in class to explain the things that are affecting us
now," she said.
the lectures.

Wilson said she also enjoyed
learning about the
constellations.
"Now when we go out on the
boat, I can tell my boyfriend all
about the stars," she said.
Jackson said in last
semester's formal evaluations
of the course, students indicated
that they liked the presenta
tions and slides and felt they
·
were worthwhile.
"We generally didn't get any
negati\'e feedback, except some
people said they wished there
were more of them,'' he snid.
Jackson said he thought the
average test ~core of the
students rose three or four
points from the semester which
did not us~ the presentations,
however, he did not know the
significance of that result.
" I think after this semester
we may be able to come to a con·
elusion about the presentation's
correlation to the student's
grades," he said.

In combination with the
audio/visual presentation~;,
slides of exotic and deep sky objects and IBM PS/2 model 30
personal computers were
purchased.
Jackson said the computers
were bought to run programs
that produce simulations of
events that are very difficult to
illustrate and explain.
"We haven't incorporated
these much yet because it takes
time, but we arc working on it,"
he said.
He said the coun;e will continue to develop and change
ovet· the next year.
''Our initial semester seemed
to go quite well, but we know
we have more work to do to get
it to be what we really want it
'to be," he said.

Get to Know
Your World!
Participate in an overseas
exchange in Australia, Costa Rica, England,
Finland, Kenya or Yugoslavia.

705 S . 4th St.

753-4320

--

- Spend an academic year or one
Fall1990 program and
semester.
scholarship deadline is
- Receive 12 - 15 hours academic
March 15
credit in a variety of courses.
For more information and
- Costs are comparable to
application material
Murray State costs.
contact Celia Wall,
- Financial aid is available to those Center for International
who normally qualify.
Programs
- Scholarships are available on a
Lowry Center, 2nd floor
competitive basis.
762 - 4411
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Library's new system r--------------------------------------------------1
allows easier research SWEETHEART OF A DEAL
Three movie rental & machine

Griffin said the Infotrac
system has many advantages
over the old Reader's Guide
Infotrac, a new computer· reference system. which only in·
based reference system that in· dexed 180 to 200 populUI'
dexes more than 1,100 general magazines.
interest and scholarly publica·
"lnfotrac is extremely fast
tions, is available for student
and faculty u~;e in Murray State and it indexes four years at a
University 's Waterfield time, instead of Reader's
Guide's one year at a time,"
Library.
said. "With Infotrac you
Griffm
Infotrac provides access to a
database called General can print out any relevant cita·
Periodicals Index, which in· tions instead of copying them
dexes approximately 1,100 long hand as you would with
publications covering such sub· Reader's Guide. Also, Infotrac
ject areas as social sciences, is updated with current inforhumanities, business, manage· mation monthly."
The Infotrac work station in
ment, economics and current affairs along with references to Waterfield Library is one oftwo
articles in the New York Times such stations Murray State
University has, the other is in
and the Wall Street Journal.
as part of the UniverPaducah,
In the Infotrac system, com·
sity's
extended
campus pro·
pact discs CCD·ROM) store
thousands of periodica l gram. The University must pay
references that can be accessed a $12,000 a year ~ubscription
rate for the Infotrac reference
through a computer.
"The system is very user· index.
"lnfotrac is a service provided
frien(ily," !'laid John Griffin,
head of MSU's reference depart· to help students become more
ment. "You don't need any com· careful and thoughtful resent·
puter knowledge to operate it." chers," Griffin said.
By KEN DARE

Assistant Sports Editor

I. POUCE BEAT
Feb.6

Feb.3

10:18 p.m. - Elevator in Hart
Hall is stuck.

12:17 a.m. - A fight and
chase occurred outside of
Franklin Hall.
3:06a.m.- Officers dispatched to Franklin Hall for reoccurr·
ing incidents.
2 :53 p .m. - Individual
transported from Clark Hall to
Murray Calloway County
Hospital.

Feb.5
4:20 p.m. - A fire alarm on
the fourth floor Blackburn
Science Building was activated.
The smoke detector was set off
by hydrolic gas from the
elevator.
8:53 p.m. - People were spot·
ted throwing bottles off Hart
Hall's west balcony,
10:18 p.m. - Custodian
reported an individual in the
old part of the Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center being destructive
in sculpture lab.

Feb.4
3:23 p.m. - Three traffic
violations were issued at Col·
dwater Road past the Gulf sta·
tion. Violations included one for
failure to observe traffic con·
trol, one for expired license a nd
one speeding violation under 16
miles per hour.

$6.95
Central Shopping Center

l--------------~~~~2~~~!~~~~~~~2~~-------:_-~--~
753-7670

(Next to Kroger"s)

.9llplia fjamma 'lJe ta
IS VERY PROUD OF ITS NEW

INITIATES:~~

Whitney McGuire
Gayla Pucket
Kristen Hawkins
Stacey O'Bryan
Tracy Moody
Stacy Greenwell
Diane Roberts
Taunya Lewis
Leisha Cook
Heather Lewis
Denise Chesney
Bonnie Hom
Donna Jo Edwards
Leslie Hall
Alana Hardrick
Bethany Hall
Laura Cole
Michelle Moore
Jennifer Haysley

Feb. 2
9:21 p.m.- Complaint receiv·
ed about an unauthorized dance
at Ordway Hall.
11:31 p.m. - Individual
transported to jail from Ordway
Hall.

R E S E R V E 0 F F I C E R S' T R A I N I N G C 0 R p S

Materials for Police Beat were
compiled by staff writer Leigh
Landini from records available
to the public at the Murray State
University department of public
safety. A ll names on the daily
activity logs (incident reports)
were blackened out and are
unavailable at this time.

RECORDS
Continued from Page 2A
"In most cases the student
media have questions, and we
give them as much information
as we can," Keller said. "We
work with and provide them
(student media) with any infor·
mation that we c.an give them."
Keller said the media receives
information on a situation that
occurs, such as an incident
report.
" If it's a matter of public
record then it's a matter of
public record," Keller said.
"At Western, it is our procedure to make available to the
media incidents and accidents,"
said Horace Johnson, assistant
director of public safety at
Western Kentucky Unversity.
"All of ow· information is
available 24 hours a day to
anyone," Johnson said. This information is available on a clip·
board in the communications
room of the office.
"We don't make copies, but
we do allow students to read it

(the log) and take notes,"
Johnson said.
"Some reports on investigations will not be available,
though," be said. ''But a
general report will be available
with the information on who,
what and where.
"We don't block anything out
on the reports," be said, "except
if it is involving a juvenile."
Johnson said the student
media is a ble to obtain any
record or report that comes to
the public safety.
Quarterly meetings are held
between public safety and the
media to keep good relations
between the two.
"We've found that when we're
open and honest, we have the
cooperation of the media when
we need it," he said. "It's help·
ing each other out."
W.H. McComas, chiefofpolice
at the University of Kentucky
police department said a media
file is available in the dispatch
office.

CASHIN
ON GOOD GRADES.
.

I

U you\'e a fre8hman or 10phomo,. wilh good
Qiada, apply now for a tine-year or rwo-year
scholaxalup. From Army ROTC.
,
Army ROTC ac:holarslllpt pay twnon, mo.~
boob and r-. plus $100 per school month. They
aJso s-r olfwilh!Mdenshipupenence U1d olker
credenbals inulres&IV. to futunt employera.

i

ARMY ROTC
TIE SMDTEST COW6E
COUISE YOU CAl TAU.

MAJOR RICHARD TURNER

762-4123
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Tutoring offers aid to students
By RICK WALKER
Reporter

For some college students,
certain courses can be difficult.
At these times, a little help may
be needed. The Learning Center
on the Murray State University
campus can give the help required by offering a tutorial
program designed to aid
students having difficulties in
certain subjects.
Ann Narewski, coordinator of
tutorial services at MSU, said
the tutoring program furnishes
students having problems with
their studies with help and
guidance.
"We provide help and givl'!
support to students and we et.
courage them to be more in·
dependent with their work."
Narewski said.
The tutoring system offers
tutorial labs in Accounting
201,202; Biology 101,199;
Chemistry 105106,121,122;
English 101,102; Humanities
201,202; IDC 101,102; and
Psychology 180. The program
also has open labs for all Math
100 and 200 courses and has an
open lab for writing.
· Narewskt said when she
started her position in January
of last year, the program was a
combination of individual tutor-

'A Jot of students think
that they can come to
just one lab and expect a complete turn
around in their grade.'
-Narewski

ing and lab work. However, she
said, with increasing demands
Narewakt said after the
and increasing costs, the tutor· students have been tutored for
ing program soon exceeded awhile, they experience positive
their alloted budget and the results and added the fact the
system went to strictly lab tutors do not do the homework
classes.
for the students. She said the
Narewsk:i said the program most successful students are the
currently has 12 tutors and the ones who come on a regular
majority are MSU students who basis.
are outstanding in their in·
"A lot of students think that
dividual fields. Narewski said they can come to just one lab
there are many different factors and expect a complete turn'
around in their grade,"
looked at in selecting a tutor.
"The students who would like Narewski said. "The only way
to be tutors must have a grade· they can see an improvement, is
point average of at least a 3.0. by coming to the sessions
They have to be recommended regularly.''
t to 10
.
by two college professors and · Nikk'1 O'R' k
must have a grade of an A or a
lS Y• a . u r
B in their individual tutoring Psychol?gy 180 and With ~ath
subject." She added that theY. lab~, sa1d t~ey do a good JOb .or
also check if the studentitutor telhng which students Will
has good interpersonal skills.
come to the labs.
One such student is Debbie
Chambers, a junior math education major. Chambers helps
with the open math labs and
said the program has a positive

"They do a good job weeding
out a lot of students who come
in here and expect miracles,
~ust after one study session,"
O'Risky said.

SAA hosts Spring Legacy Day
By ANGIE MIDDLETON
Staff Writer

Student Alumni Association
will host more than 100 high
school juniors and seniors at the
4th Annual Spring Legacy Day
on Feb. 17, according to Alumni
Affait·s Coordinator, Donna
Herndon.
......
A joint effort with school relations. Spring Legacy Day is for
anyone who ha!:i had a family
· member attend (not necessarily
graduate from) m· who is CUl'·
rently attending Murray State
Univt>rsit.>

'We're hoping to have
about 150, which includes high school
students as well as
their parents. ,
-Owen

Panhellenic and Interfraternity
Councils and Student Govern·
ment Association and SAA.
"It's a lot like Summer 0
because it gives high school
students a chance to sec for
themsclve:> what MSU's all
Jody Owen, vice president of about,'' Kay Ia Barrell, SAA
SAA 's recruitmt>nt committee president. said .
Spring Legacy Day got tts
said the "legacy" day wlll include attending the Racertren· start by "the recruitment com·
nec;see Tech game and a choice mittee brainstorming about
of attending thrct> of the four how to get new students and
also help school relations too. So
seminars offered.
Owen said seminars will SAA decided to conlact the
cover financial aid and scholar· children andtor relatives of
ships, intrarmurals, alumni," Owen said.

Now's your
chance!
Let The
Murray State
News
take care of all
your advertising
needs.
Space Reservation
and Ad copy
deadline
Is noon on Monday.
Cancellation Is
noon
on Tuesday.

"We're hoping to have about
150, which includes high school
students as well as their
parents. We know of 100 right
now who'll be attending but the
forms just keep coming in,"
Owen said.
"Currently enrolled students
with younger brothers and
si!'lters are legacies too and we'd
really like to have them be u
part of Spring Legacy Day,
since our students are on·
campus alumni." Herndon said.
In its four years, Spring
Legacy Day has made approx·
i rnalely 200 contacts that school
relations otherwise would not
have made. Several of those
contacted have come to MSU.
Copies of the Spring Legacy
Day schedule are available at
the Alumni Office on the 4th
floor of Sparks Hall or by call·
ing the office at 762-3737.

Free Image
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•
•
•
•

Revital1zing Facial,
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Cosmetic Makeover,
Instant Image Updating Tips,
• Plus the opportunity to receive your
Computer-Assisted Image AnalysiS
Freel
Contact: Marsha K. Hosford

1608 Dodson AVf.
759-1193

BeautiConlroLCosmeiics
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for Valentine-

influence on both the students
and the tutors.
"I would say that we do a good
job with tutoring students. I
also think that working for the
tutoring program is a good ex·
perience," Chambers said.
"Personally, I use this as a learning tool, since this is what I'm
majoring in."
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Murray students explore 'ultimate dates'
By JENNIFER PLOCHER
Staff Writer

Guy meets girl. Guy asks girl
for a date. Girl looks starry-eyed
and accepts the invitation. Guy
picks girl up at home. Guy and
girl go to eat and then to the
local movie theater Guy drives
girl home. Girl thanks guy and
rPceit•eq a quick good-night kiss .
He will call h~r tomorl'(Hil.
This may lw the American
dating ritual, but dating is not
alway!'~ so clear ('.Ut on ~lurray
State University's campus.
Some girls on campus said
they do not mind asking a guy
for a date, but most agreed that
the guys usually ask.
''If I know him, I don't. mmd
asking, but if I don't, I won't
ask " said Hollt Brown, a
sophomore accounting major
from Russell ville.
"He has to ask because I'm
too stubborn to ask.'' said
Melanie Phelps, n sophomore
fashion merchandising major
from Fredonia

"It depends on whether the
guy looks approachable or not.
If he does, I'll say, 'Hey, let's do
something,"' said Becky Cogan,
a sophomore journalism mtijor
from Upper Strausburg, Penn.
Kevin Brown, a junior middle
school education major from
Williamstown, said girls do ask
the guy for a date more often at
eQilege.
''A lot of the girls have sorori·
ty dances and things to go to,''
K~vin Brown said. "SCI they
have more opportunities to nsk
guys out ."
But, if the girl decides to ask,
who pays?
Jeff Pinska, a sophomore
geology major from Eddyville,
said the expense usually rests
with the male
"If something special comes
up and she really wants to pay,
it's OK," Pinska satd. "But I
generally pay."
" I don't want people to buy
things for me," Kevin Brown
satd. "I would rather do

something for someone else. I
always pay."
Cogan said the burden of paying for the date lies in the hands
of the person who asks. ''Usual·
ly if the guy asks, he should
pay, but if I ask, I expect to
pay."
Barool OnuAka, a sophomore
enviroJU¥ntal engineering ma;k>J' ftom PeJm 8each Pia, said
thtl guy should pay, but there is
an exception.
..The girl might pay if she lost
a bet, but the guy usually
pays," Onuska said.
Where do college students go
or what do thev do on a date?
"The key to dating at college
is to find ~omething new to do,"
Cogan said. "A date could just
be going for a walk or studying
together. A party is always
good, too."
"l hate going out to cat on the
flr>~t datt-. l don't like to cat in
front of peop1c," Phelps said.
''I'll go. but I'll feel
uncomfortable.''

want to go again," she said.
"My ideal date would be someone I could be myself with."
A candlelight dinner and
champagne on the lake afterwards would be Kevin Brown's.
ideal date. "Absolutely no
movies," he said.
"I think the best date would
bt to go out with a girl you really like," Pinska said. "We could
go out to eat in PadUcah, maybe
catch n movie and go to the lake
for ;, walk.''
up and we would go to ilie ht.Jach
Onuska l'aid the ultimate
and spread a blan'ket." Phelps date would start early in the
said. "We could look at the day.
waves and the moon. Maybe
" 1 would pick up the girl
have a drink of whatever and around noon or one, maybe
talk."
start with a six-pack and go to a
Holli Brown said a date at her water theme park in Miami.
house would be fun . "I have a Then we could hit the Sports
lake behind my house," she Bar and grab something to eat.
said. "We could go on an early· Than I would drop her off at her
afternoon picnic, play catch and place to change clothes," he
go for a walk in the woods."
said. "She would dress up, to go
The ideal date does not have to Charlie'~ Crab,. a seafood
to tnke Cogan anywhere in par· restaurant on the water in
ticulm·, she said. ''[t doesn't Palm Beach. We would have a
matter as long as I come home nice dinuer and take a walk
and think I had a goOd time and I\round the beach."

Kevin Brown said the lack of
variety in community
establishments is a factor when
college students go on a date.
'1t (the same place) gets old,"
be said. ''There are not that
many places to go. But there is
usually a party to go to.''
· Almo9t everyone has an ideal
date they havt> thought about.
•
following,.suggestions fOBY
ltelp- stop the dating doldro1Jl8.
"The guy would comt! pick me
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Michelle Wise, a senior surface design major from Louisville, sits down to have tea with members
of her art exhibit .

Wise uses 'Wonderland'
concepts for unique art
By JENNIFER JENKINS
Assrstant Campus Life Editor

Meet "The W eekend
Waitress."
She stands in a corner of the
Clara M. Eagle Gallery and
wears a plastic uniform stuffed
wilh stained guest checks, ketchup packages and pink packets
of sugar.
''Breakfust" und "Lunch"
stand across.the room .
"Breakfast" is wearing fried
eggs and sausages, and
"Lunch" has fl·ench fries stuff.
ed in her pocket
They are not modeling the
latest in edible fa~->hion
They arc part of an exhibit by
Michelle Wise entitled "Don't
Get Caught. in the Teapot."
which will be on display at the
upper level of the Clnra M.
Eagle Gallery through I<~eb. 11.
Wise, a .-lenior surface design
major from Lou1sville, ha;~
spent two years creating hPr ex·
hibit of wearable m·t, fabric
assemblages, costumes and
paintings for her senior show.

cakes? But I can stuff them,
'I've been exposed to
and put wor ms on them, and
a Jot of sights and
sew t hem on something."
Due to the detail involved,
sounds ... Those exWise said a single project can
periences are in my
take from two to three months
work.'
to complet e and may lack ins·
-Wise tant gratification.
She decide~ on the proJect ,
Wise said the exhibit is based creates a design. decides which
on the concepts behind Alice in technical process to use on the
project tmd begins to change the
Wonc/c>rland.
project as she works on it.
One of the major features of
··1 may get a nother ideil wh1le
her ~xhibit i~ the " Alice in I'm working on it," Wise said
Wonderland Tea Party," which " Part of my work is iduitive."
features Alice, the Mad Hatte1·
Wise sa1d her background and
and the Rabbit.
r:xperiences have play~d an im·
"I love the story of Alice portant pa rt in her a1·t .
because Alice does such playful,
Wise's mother and father are
goo~y lhingH," Wise sa id. " It's in creative fields. Her mother is
1·eallv off-the·wull."
an art teacher, and ht>l' father is
a
songwr iter and creative·
Wise said she was influenced
writing
teacher. Wise Kaid hav·
by Wonderland in that she likes
to take something ordinary and ing creative parents has helped
create something ext raordinary her.
from it.
"It's like pancakes," she said.
so special about pan-
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Deni&nd for account-ants
expected to rise in 1990s

~
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By AMY LEAR
Staff Writer

If you are searching for a
career with a promising future
and like working with numbers,
then explore the area of
accounting.
Accountants wer e rated as
one of the 10 top jobs of the
1990s based on growth potential, salary and working conditions. An article published Jan.
21 in Changing Times
magazine indicated the field of
accounting will rise 22 percent
by the year 2000.
Thomas Miller, chairman of
the accounting depa rtment,
said the demand for accountants has remained strong
throughout the 20 years he has
been at Murray State
University.
"We've been able to place a
majority of our students," he
said. "Opportunities are there if
students are willing to travel."
Miller said a majority of the
students are placed in
Tennessee.
Miller said students look to
public accounting first because
most states require public accounting experience before
students become certified.
According to an article
published September 1989 in
Car~ers in Accounting
magazine, entry level salaries
for public accounting will show
a slight increase in major cities
w i th average salarie,:, of
$20.000.
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Krista} Haile, a senior from
Nortenville, will begin working
as a public accountant in
Nashville with one of the Big
Six accounting firms following
graduation in May.
"In public accounting there is
a variety of settings," she said.
"You might work for a banking
institution or for a health care
facility."
She said if 10meone wants to
specialize in one field, public accounting gives them the opportunity to eXplore many areas at
one time.
"Opportunities are out
there,'' she said. Haile said she
believes one reason for accoun·
ting being a career on the move
is that people are respecting it
as a profession.
Miller said a long with the increase in accounting jobs will
come an increase in the educa·
tion requirements. He said the
American Institute of Certified
Public Accountants has proposed students have five years of
undergraduate education to be
properly trained in accounting.
Many states are beginning to
propose five·year programs, he
said.
Editor's note: This story is the
,qecond of a 10-part series lookmg at the top ten jobs of the
1990s.
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VITA offers free services
for' any student taxpayer
By JON FUTRELL · ··Staff Writer

Income tax time is not fun for
anybody, especially Murray
State University students. For
senior citizens and students,
low income taxpayers, free help
has been available since 1978.
This aid has come from the
Volunteer Income Tax Association (VITA). It is a group of
students majoring in accounting who have passed ACC 302,
a federal income tax course
VITA is sponsored by the
department of accounting, Beta
Alpha Psi, an honorary accounting fraternity, and MSU accounting students.
This year, VITA will have 37
students helping qualified tax·
payers with all state and
federal returns in some way.
Sessions take place every Friday (except during Spring
Break) from noon to 4 p.m. starting today until April 13 in
Room 302 of the Business
Building.
Taxpayers are asked to bring
a copy of their 1988 tax returns,
W-2 and 1099 forms and all
other relevant information.
VITA does supply federal and
Kentucky state forms.
Philip Tibbs, the accounting
professor in charge of VITA,
said last year's group helped
with close to 350 tax returns.
This year, their goal is 400.
Among the students helping
to reach that goal is Krista!
Haile, a senior accounting major from Nortonville. She is the
student director of VITA. This
is her second year in the group,
and said she has found it to be
great.
J..

"It's very rewarding," Haile
said. "I love to work with pco·
pie. It's very good experience for
later on."
Sometimes , working tax
forms IS not too difficult. Haile
said she can sometimes complete a 1040EZ form in five to
10 minutes. Also, she can fmd a
few deductions for taxpayers.
''We're familiar with the tax
forms from the class," Haile
said. "We have manuals provid·
ed so we can look them (deductions) up. We do find some advantages through questioning."
However, big deductions are
scarce with the groups VITA
helps, Haile added.
Brian Spalding, a senior a~
counting major from Louisville,
is currently in his third year
with VITA. He said he found
some good news for a Business
Building employee who ran his
own computer business.
Spalding was able to deduct
travel expenses for him.
He said such help is not
available to all.
"They're (the groups VITA
aids) the ones who need the
help," Spalding said. "Their
forms aren't too complicated.
That's why we keep it to those
groupll."
Both Haile and Spalding said
they el'\ioy how their work helps
them and the people who come
to them. "I think it gives us a
chance to apply what we've
learned in the classroom to a
real- life setting," Haile said.
"It gives them (students)
hands-on experience in filing
tax forms,'' Spalding said.
For further information on
the- program, call-762-4193.
/--
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Kim Olive (left) sits atop Snoopy's doghouse, and cast
members (above) playing the parts ot, Charlie Brown's gang
rehearse tor the upcoming production of "You're A Good Man,
Charlie Brown."

\

~favorite

America's
By BRAD CRAFTON
Reporter

One of t he longest running
and most popular comic strips
in America will come to life at
Murray State University when
t he University Theatre's production of You're a Good Man,
Charlie Brown. is performed
Wednesday through Feb. 17.
James 1. Schempp, associate
professor of speech and theater,
is directing the musical. Every
year a different children's show
is performed, last year the
department performed their
rendition of " Where the Wild
Things Are."
Schempp said one of the
toughest jobs as director is the
selection of a play. He decided
on Charlie Brown. for somewhat
personal reasons. "I really like
the show, plus I've always
wanted to do a musical,''
Schempp said.
The fact that the production
is a musical allows Schempp

the opportunity to utilize a
technology that has not been
used in children's theater at
Murray State.
"I've been working since Jan.
2 on programming the music on
a computer synthesizer in the
music department," Schempp
said.
The musical notes are read by
a computer and automatically
reproduced during the course of
the show.
Along with the task of choosing the show, the director is
also in charge of casting the
show, direction of the show and
approval of the set designs.
Directing a production of any
kind places that person in a
stressful situation, Schempp
said.
"Good actors make a succesful show," Schempp said,
" but a bad show means a bad
director."
One of the most difficult
facets of the job ls the difficulty
in coordinating student

loser' focus of show

schedules with the ngorous
rehearsal schedule.
"It's hard for students to
focus their attention for four to
six weeks while attending
classes at the same time,"
Schempp said.
You're a Good Man, Charlie
Brown centers on a day in the
life of everyone's favorite loser,
Charlie Brown. The lead role is
being played by Shane Morton,
a theater and dance mlijor from
Benton.
Morton said ail of the
characters represent personalities that are common in
all children and that Charlie
Brown is like many of us.
''Charlie Brown is just a normal kid with doubts and insecurities," Morton said.
"There's a little Charlie Brown
in a ll of us."
Other cast members are Lynn
Paulk, a communication major
from West Frankfort, Ill., who
will play Lucy. Schroeder is
played by Scott Ferguson, a
piano and voice ml\ior from

Marion, Ill. Alvy Holloway, a
theater and business major
from Russelville, and Debbie
Benningfield, a theater and art
mlijor from Louisville, will play
Linus and Peppermint Patty
respectively.
Snoopy will be played by Kim
Olive, a theater and dance major from Fulton . Unlike
Snoopy's animated counterpart, he will actually have a
speaking role in thi s
production.
"Snoopy will use singing and
dancing to communicate instead of thought balloons like
the comic strip," Olive said.
All of the cast members have
appeared in other Murray
State productions ranging from
Kiss Me Kate, to Gcxhpell and
Noises Off.
The show will be presented in
two versions . A shorter, onehour matinee will be performed
in Lovett Auditorium Wednesday through Feb. 16. This ver sion is desilmed for elementary

school classes and will be performed in front of approximate
ly 1,300 students at a time.
The full-length version will
be performed the evenings of

Thursday through Feb. 17 in
the Robert E. Johnson Theatre
in the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Building.
Schempp said this will create
logistical problems that will require the aSBistance of the
20-member stage crew for the
production.

will

" We
have to perform the
matinee and then move all the
equipment from Lovett to the
Johnson Theatre in time for the
evening show,'' Schempp said.

.

'

Times for the matinees are
9:30 a.m. and 12:30 p.m.,
tickets for the "shows are $1.
The evening performances are
at 8 p.m. and tickets are $5.
Tickets can be purchased at the
Robert E. Johnson Theatre box
office from 8 a.m to 4 p.m.
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MSU may be hit by flu
as it spreads across state
By JOHN WRIGHT

Reporter
Unlike the general MurrayCalloway County area, Murray
State Universitv has been
spared of the grip of the flu so
far.
Howeve r , Judy Hy le , a
registered nurse at Student
Health Services, said that could
change. She said the recent
semester break for Murray
State's students slowed down
the flu's progress for the time
being.

57,000 deaths in the 1984-85 flu
season which normally starts in
November and ends in March.
However, in the immediate
Murray area so far, there have
been no r e p orts of th e
" Sh a nghai " flu affecting
patients.

According to the Centers for
Disease Control in Atlanta, Ga.,
flu-like symptoms are those
characterized by an abrupt
onset of fever exceeding 102
degrees and two other symp·
toms including headache, mus" People haven't been in class cle pain, cough, sore throat or
for long enough periods of time stuffy nose.
to expose each other so far," she
said.
'" Whenever we receive !lO·
meone (patient) with a fever of
Lyle said Student Health Ser- 102 (degrees) or higher, we do a
vices is seeing three to seven pa· throat swab and send it to the
tients a day with none of them Kentucky State Health Bureau
requiring hospital care so far .
in Frankfort to determine the
Around Murray, physicians (flu) type," said Lyle. The most
have reported a number of flu prominent symptom of the patients she has seen is sore
cases.
throat.
Carolyn Markim of Murray·
She also said common sense
Calloway County Hospital said
within a 15-day period, 97 pa· will help prevent t he flu from
tients with "flu symptoms or striking. Simple things such as
respitory problems" have been washing hands and disposing of
tissues she says will prevent
treated there.
flu -causing germs from
The office of Dr. Charles spreading.
Clark has been busy also. A
In the event students living in
spokesperson for Dr. Clark says dormatories begin to experience
that a tentative estimation of flu-like symptoms, Lyle said to
100 patients have sought treat- contact their resident advisor
ment there within the past two (R.A.) who will supply a first-aid
to three weeks.
box containing such remedies
According to a report in last as decongestants and aspirin.
week's Paducah Sun, eight In severe cases which require
school districts were forced to immediate attention, she said
call off classes because of high to go to the hospital.
absenteeism attributed to the
Student Health is located in
flu. Also, eleven persons died as Wells Hall on the first floor. Of·
a result of the flu or flu-like fice hoW'11 are 8 a.m. to 11:30
symptoms in Louisville.
a.m., and 1 p.m. to 4 p.m., every
Most of the flu cases reported day except Weclnesdays and
Its hours on
around the country have been of weekends.
the "Shanghai" variety. Accor- Wednesday are from 8 a.m . to
ding to an article in the 11:30 a.m. Also, doctors are
Louisville Courier Journal, available on Mondays ,
"Shanghai" flu was attributed Wednesdays and Fridays, only
as the cause of an estimated during morning hours.

Head for THE TROPICS
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MONSOON STATE: Tracking t hrough puddles and puddles of water, students walk
to claaaes during a " Muddy State'' rainstorm.

Fraternity rush aff~cted
by declining registration
By KRISTI RUGGLES
Assistant Cempus Ufe Editor

Low grade point averages
among the freshman class
resulted in a low number of men
registered for fraternity Spring
Rush.
J im Ray, a senior
marketing/German major from
Louisville, and 1989 Inter·
fraternity Council vice presi·
dent, said the overall grade
point average for freshmen was
under 2.0.
Another factor that caused
registration to be down to 184
from last year's 250 rushees
was that last fall first semester
freshmen were allowed to
pledge.
Rick Marshall, a junior
English/history major from
Henderson, and rush chairman

001 Coldwltlr Rd.

" At l east 50 entering
freshmen went ahead and
pledged in the fall ," Marshall
said. "That is the main reason
for low registration numbers."
Ray said the measure was
taken as a result of extremely
low membership in fraternities
and it will not be done again.
" F irst semester freshmen
that met certain criteria were
allowed to pledge, but many of
them got caught up in it and
didn't make grades," he said.
"They just weren't ready to
take that step.
''They just didn't have a
chance to acclimate themselves

to the collegiate environment,"
Ray said.
Scott Harris, a sophomore
agriculture major from Greenville, and rush chairman for
Sigma Pi, said it was beneficial
for his frater nity to take first
semester freshmen .
Although the number of
rushees was lower t han last spr·
ing, the percentage of rushees
that pledged a fraternity was
higher. One hundred thirty-one
out of 184 pledged.
Pi Kappa Alpha took 32
pledges; Alpha Tau Omega took
27; Lambda Chi Alpha took 18;
Sigma Chi took 18; Alpha Gamma Rho took 12; Sigma Pi took
5; Sigma Phi Epsilon took nine;
Kappa Alpha took six; Delta
Sigma Phi took four; and Tau
Kappa Epsilon numbers were
unavailable.
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Debate· over women's role
in combat still continues
By LEIGH LANDINI
Staff Writer
When Capt. Linda Bray led 30
military policemen from the
988th Military Police Company
in an attack on the Panama·
nian Defense Forces' kennels
during the recent United States
invasion of Panama, she was
just doing her job.
But her actions have led to a
debate over the role of women
in combat.
Should women be allowed to
fight in combat? Rep. Patricia
Schroeder, D-Colo., has proposed a bill to Congress which
would allow U.S . female
military personnel to be involved in combat.
Will the bill pass? A recent
New York Times/CBS News
poU discovered that seven of 10
Americ~ns say they believe
women should be allowed to
serve in combat units in the Army. On the Murray State
University campus, several
Reserve Officer's Training
Corps cadets said they do not
believe the proposed bill will
pass.
"I think it will be t ight, but J
don't think the bill will pass,"
Sherri Uzzle, a senior criminal
jus t ice ma j o r fr o m
Hopkinsville, said about Rep.
Schroeder's bill.
Currently, the United States
Army regulates female military
assignments.
"The women in the United
States Army Rre not excluded
from being in combat. Anybody,
.

any soldier, who is in a combat
zone could be subject to direct
combat,'' said Lt. Col. Jim
Vaughan, chairman of the
department of military science.
"The Army does not say t hat
women cannot be in combat
situations. The Army does say
that women cannot be in tank
units, infantry units, artillery
units, engineering units and
short-range air defense units,"
he said.
The Air Force and the Navy,
by law, will not allow women to
be assigned to combat ships or
fly fighter planes, but the Army
administratively, says women
are not to be assigned to certain
units.
"The issue is not one of intelligence, courage, tenacity or
valor, it's one of socialization
and upper-body strength,"
Vaughan said. "The issue is
should women be assigned
where direct combat is
occurring."
Women military personnel
can now serve in combatsupport roles, but cannot be
assigned to active combat posit ions. Jobs available to females
include military police, com·
mun i c at ion s s peciali s t ,
mechanics, truck drivers, intelJigence specialists, nurses,
doctors and various other jobs
which would not require direct
combat.
"I don't necessarily agree that
a woman should be in a combat
role such a~ infantry," said
Wi lliam Willis, a sen ior
..::-:.-

-:-:.:-.-...

radiofl'V major from Fairfax,
Va. "For service·support roles.
they do a great job."
In a combat situation, some
male soldiers have said they
would feel obligated to protect
the women in a combat situation and still believe a woman's
place is at home.
"I wouldn't have a problem,
but guys who have been in
Ranger or Air Assault will
think a woman's place is at
home,'' said Mickey Skaggs, a
sophomore physical education
major from Louisville.
Women in the military have
also said t hey believe men
would feel obligated to be protective, but say men would accept women in a combat role.
"I think they (men) would accept it, but I also believe some of
them would be compelled to protect the women," said Lori
Bradley, a freshman nursing
major from Palmersville, Tenn.
However, some female cadets
said they believe in a wartime
situation that each person
would be more worried about
his or her own safety.
"In a combat situation, a male
would have a tendency to be
protective of a female, where a
female wouldn't be protective of
a male," said Elizabeth Bieber,
a j u n i or pr e -v et e r i n a r y
medicine major from Waukon,
Iowa.
"Some of my frit:nds down
here say t hey'll be more worried
about the women, but in war·.

)
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Getttng hta exercl~e tor the ctey,
thla llttle boy peddles his way down the pedestrian walkway.

PEDDLE POWER:

time situations, you'd be more
worried about yourself," said
Liese! Berry, a senior clinical
psychology major from Carlyle,
lll.
Currently, women compose
10.8 percent of the military. According to an article in the Army Times, a total of 32,812
women are officers in the
mihtary, and a total of 191,824
women are enlisted in the armed forces.
As with men, women serving
in the military must have certai n qualifications. For a

woman to serve in combat, she
should possess upper-body
strength in order to serve in
t ank or infantry units which
are closed to women, Vaughan
said. For example, a tank round
weighs 55 pounds.
"She should be able to carry
her own load and have to meet
the same standards that fl\JYB
have to meet," Skaggs Shtd .
' 'The qualifications to be in
the Army for the female are the
same as the male: to be the best
you can be," Bradley said.
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Student arrives in Panama
day of American invasion
got was through the Panamanian government, since they
had already closed the opposi·
tiol9 newspaper.
"The American media
con:red Ute invasion well
because they presented
everything that was going on ,"
she said. "Panamanian televi sion also covered it well."
:-Jo one celebrated Christmas
thh year, and New Year's wa!O
cE'lebratecl at home und was
more informal, she said. l\Iost of
the time pt•ople go out dancing
during the holidays, but there
was a sadne!iS because of all the
deaths.
Chaverri said ~;he came to the
Umted States to get her
bachelor's degree on a
Fulbright Scholarship. The
United States Information
Agency picked Munay State
University for her.
''tUndet' the guide!in~s of the
scholarship) I am supposed to go
back to Panama and help in my
field,'' Cbnvcrri said. ''1 would
like to work as a producer and
al:;o to get. my master's
(degree)."
She said most of the people
she has met have been friendly
and nice, but it is still hru·d being away from home. The most
difficult thing to adjust to has
been the colder weather, she
said.

"(Murray State faculty! are
very helpful," !'he· said. "They
understand that you are from
another country."
rn addition to this area, she
has visited St. Louis, Miami
and Arizona. She has a trip to
Washington, D.C. planned and
would also like to visit New
York City.
One of the biggest differences
she has observed has been in
younger Americans.
"Young people behave dtf·
ferently <in America),"
Chaveni said. ''There has
always been American in fluences in our country, but we
at·e more tt·aditional and
conservative."
"Panama City is more
cosmopolitan (than othet· areas
in Panama! ~cause we have
American 1·estaurants and cafes
and there is always American
mu:·iic (available)," she said.
"We also use the dollat· in
Panama.''
Chawrri said the economic
situation has worsened since
the invasion.
"Economically, it is worse·
now because people from every
social class started stealing
from supermarkets and stores
during the invasion. insurance
companies will not cover any of
it. People did not realize the
consequences," she said.

Not only were her parents
supportive of her work, Wise
said they influenced it by tak·
ing her oo trips to Europe,
Australia, Hawaii and across
the continental United States.

Wise is selling all of the pieces
in the exhibit, but she said it
will be difficult to part. with
them because she has put much
of herself into her work.

''I've been exposed to a lot of
sights and sounds.'' Wise said,
"Those experiences are in my
work.

"I think all oft hose things are
real,'' Wise said. ''When you
spend so much time making
something, it takes on a life of
its own."

Following graduation, Wise
plans to move to Colorado in
hopes of working with ballet
and theater costume design,
She said she eventually hopes
to place her work in galleries
and work for a major film
industry.
"For right now," Wise said,
"I want to go wtth this and see
how fat· i< will toke me."

By CYRUS AFZALI
Asststaot News Editor

When most .\1urray State
Univet·sity students left last
semester. they . celebrated
Christmas a,:: usual: But Lc;is
Chaverri, a ~:;enior radio!l'V rna·
JOr from Panama City, P:mama
returned to her home country
ju!'lt as the Americnn invasion of
Panama was taking place.
"l got in Panama at 10:30
p.m. and il was 1 a.m. before I
heard the bombs.'' she !latd.
She said there was also a lot of
bombing around the airport and
Gen Manuel Noriega's
headquarters.
Although most Panamanians
were expecting some action to
take place because of events
that were occurring at the time,
most did not expect an
American invasion, Chaverri
said.
''Because of all the country's
problems, we wt>rc expecting
something from the United
States. but most people were
not expecting an mvaston until
after Chrtstmas," she said.
"There was too much tension in
Panama."
She said people learned whal
was happening from rumors.
There were people from the opposition celebrating the inva·
sion, but the only news people

Sunday Buffet
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Friday

Feb.9

Art Lecture. By artist and
photographer, Laurence M. Gartel. at
7:30 p.m. Clara M. Eagle Gallery,
fourlh floor, Doyle Fine Arts Center.
Free admission.
Movie. "Beaches," at 8 p.m .. Newman
House.
Track. Men's indoor track at Arknnsas
State Invitational.

Saturday

Feb.10

T-ractor Pull. In the West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition Center at 1
p.m. Admission is $2 for adults and
children under 12 are admitted for free.

.

BasketbaU. Lady Racers vs. Tennessee
State, 5:15 p.m., and Racers vs. Tennessee State at 7:30p.m. in Racer Arena.

S~nd_a~
y________
F_eb_._1_1
Recital. Diane Martin, senior piano
recital, 3:30 p.m., Annex Recital Hall.
Free admission.

Monday

Feb.12

NewsMakers. MSU TV-11, at 6:05,
sponsored by MSU TV·11, Alpha Epsilon
Rho and the Society of Professional
Joumalists.
Oi8cussion. A discussion of sexuality
and birth control, from 7 to 8 p.m.,
Newman Center.

Tuesday

Feb. 13

Teleconfe re n ce. "Winning In the
Woa·kplace: Effective Executive Think·
ing," from 1:30 to 4:30 p.m. in Barkley
Room of the Curris Center, Fee is $25.

AROUND CAMPUS
Tax assistance

Theatre

People's Law School

"You're a Good Man, Charlie Brown."
A non-credit law course, covering
Matinees are an hour long and are several topics, will be taught by various
directed towards elementary students. attorneys. The class will meet on
Matinees are at 9:30 a.m. and 12:30 Tbursdaya. from 7 to 9 p.m .• starting Feb
p.m., Feb. 14 through 16 in Lovett 15 and will run through March 22 at the
Calloway County Library. The cour~E> is
Auditorium. Admission is $1.
Performances at 8 p.m., Feb. 16 free of charge and open to the public.
through 18, are full-length perfor- Call the Rick Lamkin at 753-1737 for
mances, in the Johnson Theatre of Doyle more information.
Fine Arts Center. Admission is $5 for
The Murray Review
adults and $4 for students/ senior
Dance
The MSU literary magazine is now ac- citizens.
· N.E.T.O. Valentine's Day Dance will
cepting poetry and prose submissions for Student art exhibit
be held Feb. 16, 6:30 p.m. to midnight in
its Spring 1990 issue. Please send all
Graphic design by Dan Baker will be Ordway Hall. All members !lJld guests
submissions to the English Department,
cloThe Murray Review. The deadline is displayed in the Curris Center Art are invited to attend at no cost. Call
Gallery. Admission is free.
762-4486 for more information.
March 7.
Free income tax assistance is being offered to students that need help filing
their income tax returns. The sessions
are being held in Room 302 of the
Business Building, from 12 to 4 p.m. on
Fridays, Feb.9 through April 13.
Bring: a copy of 1988 tax returns, W-2
and 1099 forms and any other relevant
information.

NewsCenter 11. MSU TV-11, 6 p.m.
Placement. Occupational safety and
health majors for Lockheed Missiles and
Space Company of Sunnyvalt1, Ca. Call
Placement for information, 762-3801.
Placement. Education majors for inter·
views with ot Cobb County Schools of
Marietta, Ga. Call Placement for information, 762-3801.
Advertising. AAF meeting at 3:30 p.m.
in Room 214, Wilson Hall.
Recital. Duo-pianists Steve and Ellie
Brown at 8 p.m. in Farrel Recital Hall.
Free admission.

Wednesday

Feb.14

NewsCenter 11. MSU TV-11, 6 p.m.

Movie. "When Harry Met Sally," at
3:30, 7 and 9:30 p.m. in the Curris
Center Theater. Admission is $1 for
matinee. Evening showings $1.50 for
students with ID; $2.50 for others.
Meeting. Gamma Beta Phi meets at 7
p.m. in t he Barkley Room of the Curris
Center.

Thursday

Feb.15

Placeme nt. Printing Management and
Graphic Arts majors for permanent and
internship opportunities with Fetter
Printing Company, Louisville, Ky. Call
Placement for Information, 762-3801.

Meetinif. The Public Relations Students
Society of America win meet at 7 p.m. in
the Ohio Room of the Curris Center.
Computers. "Beginning MSIPC DOS,"
from 6 to 9 p.m. in Room 402, Faculty
Hall. $75 per person.
Teleconfe rence. "Kodak Techniques of
the Masters" from 8 to 10 a.m. in the
Barkley Room of the Curtis Center. Free
admission.
Teleconfennce. "Uncommon Leader:
Keys to Managerial Effectivenesa" from
1:30 to 4:30 p.m. in t he Barkley Room of
the Curris Center. Admission is $25.

Sporta Ove rtime. MSU TV-11, 6:05
p.m.

Lecture. ''Batman" Adam West at 7:30
p.m. in the Curris Center Ballroom. Free
admission.

Lectu re. "Issues In Ethics and Morality," 7 to 8 p.m. at the Newman Center.

Movie. "Top Hat," at 7:30p.m. Curris
Center Theater. Free admission.
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Lady Racers lOse to South Alabama, 67-60
By BECKY NAUGHTON
Staff Writer

WOMEN'S

BASKETBAll

The Lady Racer basketball
team clinched their fifth Ohio
Valley Conference win last mit, Mo., to put Murray State
Saturday in Racer Arena by ahead 45·34.
Head coach Larry Wall said
defeating Austin Peay State
University 80-55. But the Lady that he was pleased with his
Racers lost a close game on the team's offensive and defensive
road Monday, to the University play, a nd hopes that his team
of South Alabama in Mobile, will keep the same .intensity
Ala., 67·60.
throughout the rest of the
For the first five minutes of season.
play against Austin Peay, the
"The Aust in Peay game was,
Lady Racers were matched in spurts, some of the best
point-for-point. However, after basketball we've played this
scoring five unanswered points, season," Wall said. "We put
the Lady Racers never looked things together in spurts and
back.
we ' re just looking for
Karen Johnson. a senior from consistency."
Memphis, Tenn., and senior
Murray State continued to
Melissa Huffman of Columbus, control the offensive boards in
Ind., both nailed baseline the second half as they jumped
jumpers ' for the Lady Racers. out to a 21-point lead with 9:45
Mechelle Shelton, a 6 -foot left to play.
4-inch freshman from Albany,
After several Austin Peay
followed with a lay up to put fouls, Shelton hit two from the
Murray State on top by nine line to give Murray State its
with 10 minutes left to play in biggest lead of 29 points with
the frrst. half.
2:28 remaining in the game.
Huffman stretched the Lady
The Lady Govs scored six
Racer lead to 12 points after unanswered points to end the
scoring two baseline shots with game, but it was not enough.
4:50 remaining in the half. But Murray State claimed the OVC
after a series of Murray State victory 80-55
fouls, the Lady Govs were able
The Lady Racers overpowered
to close to within five of the Austin Peay 55 percent to 35
, Lady Racer lead.
percent from the field, but the
The La dy Racers stayed tough Lady Govs shot 70 percent from
on defense and ended the first the line to Murray State's 60
half with three consecutive percent.
Four Lady Racers reached
layups by Michelle Wenning, a
junior from New WaShigton, double figures, led by 19 points
Ind., Shelton, and Julie Pinson, n·om Huffman, and Wenning
a sophomore from Lee's Sum- followed closely with 17 points.

I

Photo by SHIRLEY MARTIN

Lady Racer Melissa Huffman, a senior from Columbus, Ind., tries to convert a basket in the lane In
Racer Arena. Huffman's accurate outside shooting and free throw shoot ing has been an Integral
part of the Lady Racers' success this season as they have complied a 5-2 record In the Ohio
Valley Conference, good for second place.

Johnson added 11 points and
contributed with seven assists,
and Pinson fired in 10 point11
with nine assists.
Murray State then traveled to
Mobile, Ala., to battle the
University of South Alabama
Jaguars, the number one team
in the Sun Belt Conference.
The Lady Racers got off to a

slow start against the Jaguars,
falling behind 20-11 with 12:02
remaining in t he first half.
South Alabama held the Lady
Racers to two points for the next
eight minute:; and led 32-13
when Wenning connected on
one of two from the charity
stripe with 3:48 left in first-half
play.

Johnson nailed an 18·foot
jumper from the top of the key
and Trezina Ezell, a sophomore
from Loui!wille, scored on a
layup, to close the half with•
Murray State trailing 40-20.
" We were probably due for a
See LADY RACERS
Page 24A

Racers beat Austif) Peay twice to keep OVC lead
By GREG ALLEN
Editor
The Murnty State Univet·sity
Rncer HitnproVf•d their I'<'Cill'd to
16·6 overall and 7.0 in the Ohio
Vnllev Conference with back-to
back · wins over Au~lin Peay
State University.

Assistant Sports

BASKEtBALL
F-leals that Jed to a Coble a llvoop pass to Paul King, a juni~r

from St. Louis, Mo.

After an Austin Peay timt>out,
Coble hil two free throws to
The two winli over Austin make the score 40-~9. The
Pl.laY incre ased the Racet·s' lead Racer:; went on to stretch the
in the all-time series nga in sL lea d to 19 points at 61-42 with
the Governors. Murray State 5:21 left in the game.
now owns a 45-22 edge over
~Iu n·ny State forced th e
APSU.
Governors into making 24 ttn··
novet·s. The key to the game
'The guys are thinking
was at the free throw line where
the Racers hit 17 of 23 shots
and working together
compared lo the Governors' two
the way that they
of four. The Racers hit 22 of 47
shots from the field for 46 pershould'
cent to th~ Govemors' 27 of 57
-Newton shots
for 47 percent.
The Governors were playing
without . guard Lamont Ware,
from Hopkinsville, who left the
team.
Last Saturday the Racers
defeated the Governors 66-58 in
front of 5,100 fans in Racer
Arena.

Photo by SHIRLEY MARTIN

Racer guard Paul King, a Junior from St. Louis, Mo., gets a slam dunk off a lob against Austin
Peay State University In Racer Arena last Saturday. The Racers have won 11 games In a row and
14 of their last 15 games. The Racers will host the Tennessee State University Tigers Saturday
night at 7:30 in Racer Arena. The Racers will then play the Georgia Southern University Eagles
Monday night In Statesboro, Ga.

With a 30·27 lead at halftime.
Popeye Jones, a sophomore
from Dresden, Tenn., sparked a
10-2 run at the start of the second half. Jones passed the ball
to Greg Coble, junior from
Brownsville, Tenn., for n dunk.
Jones then scored two more
times and made one of his seven

The Racers were led in scot··
ing by Coble who finished with
19 points and made all 10 of his
free throws. J ones added 12
points and 12 rebounds while
King and Chris Ogden. a senior
from St Louis, Mo., had 11 and
10 points. respectively.
The Governors were led in
scoring by Javin Johnson who
had 16 points and 14 rebounds.
Tommy Brown added 14 points
and eight rebounds.
See RACERS
Page 22A
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United Methodist Church
lOa.m.
11 a.m.
6:30p.m.

Sunday School
Worship
Bible Study

A place to worship while away
from home that offers a warm
and caring congregation.
I

Hwy.l21 ., Stella

Five minutes from campus

If you need a ride call75S-5325
I

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet-Gee, Inc.

• All have auto trans & air
conditioning:
• 2 doors & 4 doors.

• Factory warranty
available.
•Low miles.

•Pius tax/license. Based on $7,900 selling price, 60 month financing a t 12.99 APR.
I
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Junior forward Michelle Wenning, from New Washington, Ill.,
t ries to get two points In Racer Arena this season. Wenning has
been a consistent scorer for the Lady Racers since her freshman
year.

1307 S. 12th St.
I

Wenning adjusts
to coach, players
By SHAWN LOCKMAN

Reporter
The Murray State men's
basketball team may be
number one in the Ohio Valley
Conference race, but the Lady
Racers aren't doing too badly
themselves and one of the
reasons is junior Michelle
Wenning.
Wenning, who was a preseason second-team all-OVC
pick thls year, bas been the
Lady Racers' leading scorer in
seven games already t h is
season, averaging 16 points a
game. Sb• has also been t he
team's leading rebounder in
nine games, averaging nine rebounds a game.
Wenning is currently in fifth
place in scoring on the Lady
Racers' all-time Jist with 1,181
points. She recently passed
Shawna Smith, who played for
MSU from 1982-1986, on the
list, and needs only 168 points
to pass Diane Oakley, who
played at MSU from 1979·1983,
on the list.
Lady Racer head coach Larry
Wall said that Wenning is just
an all-around talented basketball player.
"When there's a big rebound
to get or a big bucket to be
scored she's normally involved
in there somewhere, contributing; she's just a winner,"
he said.
Wenning wasted no time in
making her name known after
joining the Lady Racer8. She
was selected in 1987-88 to the
second-team Freshman allAmerica, the all-OVC freshman

•
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SPECIAL BIRTHDAY
COUPON

team and was a four-time OVC
Rookte of the Week.

Anyone celebrating their birthday and
remittance of this coupon will receive

Wenning hasn't been one to
be very glory-greedy, however.
"She's so unselfish," Wall said.
"She's very team-oriented.
When she gets the ball in low
she would rather kick it out to
someone that has a more open
shot than for her to tTy and be
agressive and score."

1/2 off

Wenning played wit h t he
Athletes in Action Korean Tour
Team during the summer of
1988. She gives that experience
the credit. for making her an
unselfish ballplayer. "I improved more as a team player
through it," she said.

any dinner, including our buffet.
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Tl"eGt you.l" Va.tenttne Specta.t
Two Fish Dinners
for

Wenning says she hopes the
team perceives her as someone
they can count on in a tough
situation and someone who is a
friend on and off t he court as
well.

Dinner includes choice of potato, french fries. or
cajun fries, slaw, white beans and hush puppies.
Salad bar 95¢ extra.
M ust show MSU I D

Not valid with any other offer

6t~t\\

Wenning has set some big
goals for herself and the Lady
Racers. She said that she feels
confident the team can win the
OVC and go on the NCAA tom··
nament. this year as well as
next year. If she keeps playing
as well as in the past, Wenning
and the rest of Lady Racers may
do just that.

/ ---

Choice of:
Broiled
Cajun
Fried

$7.99

As far as her own selfperceptions, Wenning is quick
to reinforce her total team ethic
of basketball. ''I see myself as a
player who wants to do the best
every time out and who wants
everybody else to play their best
too," she said. "I like the team
concept better than anything,"
she said.

-

753-2617

6tiS

Hwy. 641 North
753-4141
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Jones assumes leadership for Racers this season
By BRAD CRAFTON

Reporter
His style of play is much like
that of his own personality,
quiet and unassuming. But
when Ron " Popeye" Jones
takes the floor, Racer fans are
anything but quiet and
unassuming. Almost from the
day Jones made his debut as a
Murray State Racer he became
a crowd· plea~ing favorite.
Racer fans this geason w·e seeing less of the sophomore from
Dresden, Tenn., thanks to an intensive ofT season weight-loss
program during which Jones
lost nearly 70 pounds.
'"Near the end of last sea!;on I
thought nbout trying to lose
some weight over the summer;•
Jones said.

'The coaches told us
that offense doesn't
win championships,
defense does'
-Jones

Jones lost the weight on a liquid diet supplemented by an
extensive exercise program .
The major benefit is his increased stamina which allows him to
be on the floor more. Jones
averages 33 minutes a game
which would of been unthinkable at last season's maximum weight of 315 pounds.
Jones' dramatic weight·loss is
a big r eason for his productivity
on the court this sea!>on.
Averaging 11.6 t·ebounds and
18.8 points per game, Jones
leads the Ohio Valley Con
ference in rebounding and i~
number 10 in the nation in that
category.
But his aggt·essiveness on the
boards has not consequently
turned into fouls, as Jones has
fouled out of only one game this
season.

Jones' career high for points
is 31, which he has reached
twice this sea~on , against
Lamar University Dec. 30 in
the championship game of the
Lamar Invitational Tourna·
ment. Jones has also scored 29
twice and 27 once.
Although he is primarily an
inside player, Jones has con·
nected on 11 of 21 three-point
shots this season for 52.4
percent.
Another category in which
Jones excel~:~ for the Racers is
steals, of which he has 37, the
most on the team.
Jones was named the Most
Valuable Player in the Lamar
Invitational Tournament and in
the Florida Today/McDonnell
Douglas Classic and in the process earned an OVC-record
three consecutive OVC Player
of the Week awards.
Characteristically unselfish,
.Jones did not know Cor did not
ofTer l whether the player of the
week awards were a record.
" I don't know," Jones said.
" You would have to ask
somebody else."

Jones is a former Tennessee
Class A Mr. Basketball who
averaged 17.0 points and 13.3
rebounds during his high school
career at Dresden High School
where he drew a great deal of
attention.
" I'm used to the attention

from high school," Jones said.
"But I'm uncomfortable around
the rest of the team."
Jones said that he feels that
his success is largely dependent
upon the good play of the rest of
the Racer team.
"I owe them because they look
to get me the ball inside," Jones
said.
With the absence of Kentucky's all-time NCAA Division
I scoring leader JefT Martin,
Mun·ay State was without a
clear·cut scorer.
" The team needed somone to
tnke over the scoring of Jeff
Martin,'' Jones said. "I was the
one they looked for to score."
Jones also cited overall team
maturity for the turnat·~d
ft·om the 1-5 start to 15·6, 7-0 in
the OVC, and the third· longest
winning streak in the nation at
11 games.
"At the beginning of the
season we had a bunch of new
guy~ and we weren't very confident with each other,'' Jones
said. " Now we're more comfortable with each other and know
where to try and get each other
the ball.··
Recent road victories over
Tennessee State University and
Austin Peay State University
combined with Murray State's
1·0 league mark give the Racers
the inside track for winning its
thit·d·straight OVC title. Jones
said that he feels that good
team defense is something the
team will have to strive for.
"We have to thank the
coaches for working us so hard
on our defense," Jones said.
" They told us that offense
doesn't win championships,
defense does."

,.

Photo by SHIRLEY MARTIN

Popeye Jones goes up for an easy dunk In Racer Arena this
season.

Racer Calendar
A Student Calendar of Information
Monday, Feb. 12
Black Awarmm Week Dqlna

For more information em Black A Week call the Offlca of Minority Alfaln
at 762.6863.
Moyie; "Malcolm X"
7 p.m.; Currit Center Thaler. Ad milliOn
II fnor.

Tuesday, Feb. 13
Cy!lura! Entcrtajpmmt Pmcmn .
7p.m.; Cumaearu.rn-..... ~
by th4 lnternation.U ltudents.
Faculty Recital

8 p.m.; Fam!U Recital Hallin tlw Doyle
Fine Art• Center. Ouo-planlsta r.twlng
Stew and Ellie Brown. AdmiMion II f-.
Aylatlon Coui'ICj "'n!rodgdion to

Aylatign•
7 p.m. . 9 p.m.; Locttlollto be announc.s.
WIU be Mid .-y T.-day, Fe. 13
th.IOUIII Mud\ 20. r:. iJ S2S. for more
in!onnlllot\ call c.n. for COIItinllinl
Educttlon and Aaodemk ~Ill
76.1-2181.
Art Coui'ICj "'alrpdpdign tp Drawtaa
INI PalpHna•
6 p.JD. • 7 p.m.; Coune ia for 411\and 5th
padelt\Mimta. WUJ be Mid~
Tu.iay, Feb. 13 thloup t.ludl20. r:. ia

lVednesday,Feb.lC

VIdeo Tdcc:gnfmncr: "J(qd&k

Cmk lmcntatign em Blac:k Hlllftlx
Sp.m.;Ohlo Room, 3rd flocwoiCum.
Center.
Vldcg Iclccpnfum<c "Wloolna In
the Workplac:c: Effective l!ucutlye
lblnklna"
1:30 p.m.• 4:30p.m~ BarlcJey Room. 3rd

II p.m .· 10 p.m.; &rkley Room ol th4
Cuoitc.m.. f'Neadmlalon. SponiD1'«<
by Ccnferencw and Worbhope, 762-4229.
Lecture; Adam Wcat '01'.1 '11alp!ag"
7:30 p.m.; Curris Cen• 8&Uroom .
AdcniNion II tr..

Boor Curru c-•. Fee IJ S25. 5poNond

by Ccnferlnca and Worbhope. For men
in!onNldOft call 762-422!1.
Mgylc· "Wbm Hm:J Met SaUJ"
3.30 p.m. I 7 p.m. I 9-.30 p.m.; Cwris c..Theat~~r. Sl Mat~.-,-ms•howiS1.SO
w IMSU 10, S2.SO w lOIII MSU 10.
P!a;y; "XAP'rc • Cggd Mao O.•dlr
~

Cllildl'lll'• tllows; 9:30a.m. •12:30 pm.
Wedn.clay throup Friday Ill LoAudlloriUift. AdJniMiaft Ia II.
~II p.m. Frld8y thraup
Sunday~~~~ n.tr.ol Doyte Floe
Am<=-. Ad1111Mionltl5forlldullalftd
"for Mud-ADd -.larcidaN.
Ad Emlb!t
Studtnt art aldblt by BFA ~
candidate Ramona Bumley. UPf* MWJ
of Cl&ra M. £ape c.u.y, Ooy.. Fine
Ml c-. Doyte AM Ml c.n....
Coftdmae tllloup Feb. 25.

Ad Ndlz!t

MI. Call 1M c-.. for~

StuoMM art Qhlblt .,. IIFA caadlo:s.e Dan

EdiiOtiOl\ and Acadmdc aua-:11 Ill

au.. cum.c-c.u.y. ~

762·2187.

tluoup Feb. 25.
Ytltotlv'l Qq Qtpg
8 p.m. ·10:30 p.m.; cw.t.c- o-.

5W11!1W Job fair

10 a.m.- 4 p.m.; Cunil c.m. BIJirooa\.
PIIJ! "La Mlamh!a"
Pelfonnecl Feb. 13 tJuuu.sh Feb. 111.
r - Pwfonnlns A11a<An•.
Nasl!Yllle. for -INonnatlon call
(615) 741·2711.
MSU t.cpd -J.ml n Mmtn1
4:30p.m.

l.oqt.

Thunday, Feb. 15
1c Fit $«rrca; " Strrtcblnalgr
~

5 p.m.; Carr HMidl.

Racer Calendar is publlshed weekly by the Currla Center Information
Center, 762-2020. The deadline for lnlonnatlon Ia noon Monday.

Terhnjqga gf tbc MataJ"

Ctncm• lntcmetig·g al• "Tqp uar
7;30 p.m.; Curris C..tar n-tar.
Admi~Non II

tr..

PCQIQ Lpr $rhmt

7 p.m. ·9 p.m.;C&Uo-yCounty Ubrary.
Thla non<ncllt coune llusl\t by !awywa
meett trYel)' Thurtday, Feb 1S throusJl
MaR:h 22. r:.IJ $15. Call Center lor
Eduat!on and Academk<>utre.ch at
762-2187 ror morellllonnat!aa.
Pll;)1 'Tm Not latpiPort"
M.vMt Houae Thalft, Ptduall. CaJl
~ 444-68:18 ... -INormatloon.

frlday,Feb.16
\Jtladlpc'a Dq Dmcc tor
NQII=Tgd!UQNI •MI Cqmmgtu

5Jadala

Saturday, Feb. 17

sprlna Lcaaq o..,
SpoNOreci by the MSU Student AlwMI
Auoelatlon. Call 762-3436 or 762·3737 Cor
Information.
Bganl gf Rucnta Mcctln&
9 a.m.; 3rcl floor of Weill Hall.
lam Basketball· MSU n.
Tcnnavc State Uplym-itv

12:30 p.m.;~ Arala.

bm!r• Nlaht aut
6 p.m . ·10 p.m.; Can- HMlth. SpoNored
by NETO and SCA.

MSU lbcatm")'ov.'R a Cqod Mm
Cb•rlic Bmwn"

Ollldrwn'• allows; 9:30 a.m. "12:30 p.m.
Wect...tay throush Friday 111 ~..ovett
Auditorium. AdmllliOn 11$1.
Perfonnancel8 p.m. Friday thrcn.lsJl
Sunday ill johNon Thatre ol Ooy.. Fine
Al1a c -. Admbllon Is S5 for lldulta ADd
" Cor MUdcts and lim!« cttU.N.
Lad)r Ram Baakctbalh MSU D.

T,.,......Tcd!

6:30p.m. ·12 a.m.; ~way HalL Orwa It
Mmi.fo'11111. F-. s,x.-..t by NETO
andSCA. •

Sunday, Feb. U

cMIM 1 Extrear'PI

WJ(MS:fM 20th AMtxcnu:r

c..

7 p.A -9 p.a.;Curda
n.w.
I!Qt Maid!
• LJII.; . _ %30 ol s.w.rt se.u-..
~t.tr..

acmau...,r Yd!ld• $Mw
3 p.m. • 9 p.m. Oft Friday, 101.111. • 9 p.m Oft
Satuntay and Sunday. Adlllillbllt 12.50
and child- under u -.... SpaniONd by
Natlon.U lxpoUdana, (!02) 4J6.S442.

r-oert•tnr ,_.

lbapp A,..,~ f o r llllonNotlon caJ! 'Jidwe.... '* (3)7)

Z»&Ut.

1 p.m.;,_ ANna.

Cekbntt•
3;30 p.m.; Ftw Adm.ltMn.

..
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RACERS
Continued from Page 19A
Racer head coach Steve
Newton said that he was very
pleased with the performance of
his team. "The credit has to go
to the team," Newton said.
''The guys are thinking and
working together the way that
they should."
Monday the Racers traveled
to Clarksville, Tenn., and beat
the Governors again by a score
of 58·55. The win expanded the
Racers' winning streak to l l
games and they have won 14
out of their last 15 games.
The game was close in the
first five minutes but the
Racers took a 10-point lead in
the next five minutes. The
Racers expanded the lead to 12
and took it into the dressing
room at halftime.
"We played well in the first
half but when we came out after

The

~cl

halftime it was somewhat of a
letdown," Newton said.

and six of seven in the closing
minutes of the game.

The Governors turned up the
defensive pressure in the second
half and within 10 minutes the
Govornors had cut the Racer
lead to one. With 7:51 to go
Tommy Brown scored to give
the Governors their biggest and
last lead of the game at 47-45.

The final blow to the Governors came on a King put-back
with 4 7 seconds to go to make
the score 58-53. The Governors
managed to score two more at
the buzzer as the Racers took a
commanding lead in the OVC
race.

The lead lasted until the
Racers' next trip down the floor.
Jones was fouled by Brown as
he made a turnaround hook
shot. His three-point play was
good and the Racers were on top
to stay. 48-47.
In the final seven minutes of
the game, the Racers only
scored two field goals. As in the
game at Racer Arena, consistancy at the free-throw line
was the key to the win. The
Racers hit 16 of21 for the game

Ogden led the Racers in scormg with 15 points and he pulled
down seven rebounds. Jones added 14 points and six rebounds
MEN'S ovc $TANDING$

MURRAY STATE
Tennessee Tech
Morehead State
Eastern Kentucky
Tennessee State
Austin Peoy
Middle Tennessee

ltL:J.
7.()

5-2
4-3
4-3

2-4
1.0
1.0

while King had 12 points and response of the team to come
five rebounds.
back when we got down,"
The Racers hit 20 of 47 field Newton said.
goals for 46 percent compared to
The Racers are quickly win·
24 of 57 field goals for 42 per· ding down the season. They
cent for the Governors . Austin have five more conference
Peay was three of four from the games and one non-conference
free-throw line.
game. If the Racers win the conDonald Tivis led the Gover- ference then Murray State will
nors in scoring with 17 pointll host the OVC tournament
followed by Brown and Greg March 3, 7 and 8.
/
Franklin with 16 and 14 points,
Not only are the Racers
respectively.
leading the OVC, but they also
"We were pleased with the are leading many statistics.
Feb. 3 at Murray

Murray stat• (66) Coble 4-6 10-10 19,
Jones 6-16 0-2 12. King 4·9 0-0 11.
Ogden~ 0-2 10. Allen 1-4 ~ 8. Pride 2-

4 0-1 4. SMIII o-o 2-2 2. Rosorto Q..O o-o
O.T~22-47 17-2366.

Aull~ '*'Y (58) Jolnon &-13 ().() 16. 712 Q..O 14. TMI5-170-212. Franki1 2-4 2·2

6. Howard 3-6 ()..() 6. Johnson 1·1 ()..() 2.
eu.atelf 1·2 ()..() 2. Boyldn ()..() ()..() o•..loroel
().() ().() 0. To~ 27-67 2-4 58.

Feb. 5 at ClarkavJDe. Tenn.

MUIJCIY Stat• (U) Ogden 6-8 3-4 15,
14.1<lng 4-6 3-6 12. Coble
2·7 4-4 9. AJen 3-13 ().() 6. Pnde 1-3 ().() 2.
Slviii0-2 ().() o. Trotter()..()().() 0. Totak 2>~ 4-7 6-7

4716-215&

.

AUIIIn lteay (55) l1vB 7-15 ().() 17. 9roo.Nn

7-122-216. FIOnlct'l6-14 1·214, Boyldn 2-6
()..()4, Ho>Nord 1-3()..()2, J. Johnlon 1·700 2. Jones 0-1 Q..O 0. Buloteri ().() ()..() 0. T.
Jotnon ().() G-0'0. Talala 24-67 3-4 55.

(PO) 1:30 only
7: 10

-coupon-

2/or
1

o/a[en tine's
Specia[
"2 prints for the
price of 1·
Limit one coupon
per customer and

per roll.

Expires 2-23-90

Snap
Shot
Photo
1 hour developing

Open:
Monday - Saturday
9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Olympic Plaza
759-9347

Press here for a great
data processing career.
The right time. The right place.
State Farm is hiring.
If you're a senior with a data
processing, computer science or
math background, there may be
a very special career opportunity
waiting for you in one of the
largest corporate data proceseing facilities in the country.
There are actuarial and auditing jobs open, too.

Blue Chip. Green light. State
Farm is one of America's leading
insurance companies. Through
innovative marketing and a proud
service tradition it has become
the nation's leading auto and
homeowner's insurer; and one of
the top life insurance companies
in the country.
You'll receive expert training .
You'll work on state-of-the-art

data processing equipment. You'll
go as far and as fast as you can.
You couldn't have a more solid
base to build a career on.
Contact your campus
Placement Director about
State Farm today.
Or write Ron Prewitt, Assistant
Director; Home Office Personnel
Relations, One State Farm Plaza,
Bloomington, Illinois 61701.

STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANIES. Home Offtces. BJoomtngton llhnots. All Equal Opportunity Employer
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jsPORTS NOTEBOOK!
Fencing club wins medals
Two members of the Murray State University fencing club
brought home four medals from two tournament:; held at the
University of Louisville campus recently.
Murrav State fencer:> Jonathan Wilson and Shawn Lawrence,
both of~1urray, competed with fencers from Louisville. the Univer·
sity of Kentucky, the University of Kentucky. the University of In·
diana, Vanderbilt University and Columbia, Mo.
The first tournament, "Mixed Misfits.·· was a ttu·ee-weapon
event in which males and femalel:! competed together. Wilson took /
third place in foil and sabre, whil~ Lawrence won first place in foil.
The club then competed in the "Foil/Epee Open'' against 40 other
competitors. Lawrence won third in Lhe epee competition.
The fencing ch:b meets every Tuesday and Thursday nights from
8-10. Students carrying six hour:. or more of semester credit may
join the club. Equipment and infltruction are provided.

Lady Racers among OVC leaders
The Lady Racers a re among the leaders in several catego1:ieR in
the Ohio Valley Conference this week.
JUNIOR VARSITY CHEERLEADERS: The Junior varsity cheerleaders for
The team is first in free throw percentage as they have connected
the 1989·90 season Include (front row from left) Keri Bellew, Jessie Radke and Julie Thompon 326 of 457 free throws for 71.3 percent. They are second in field
son. (second row from left) Cheryl Billington, Deanna Farris, Jill Randall, Stacy Kern and Julie
goal percentage at 47.2 percent: !lecond in scoring defense giving
Scott. (third row from left) Bill Embry, Mike Cooper, Jeremy Nelson, Kelly Sweeny, Mike Temup 68.8 points per game; second in field goal percentage defense,
ple, Scott Meister and Mike Willis.
allowing the opposition 38.3 percent from the field and second in
scoring margin, outscormg their opponents by an average of 5.7
points per game.
Individually for the Lady Racers, Melissa Huffman is leaning the
conference in free throw shooting as she has connected on 42 of 45
free throw's for 93.3 percent. Tnwnya Pierce jq second In the C\Jn ·
ference in free throws at 86.9 percent..
defeated the Racers Oct'. 11 in ·
By MARK YOUNG
Huffman is second in the league in field goal pc'rcentage at 56 .4
Racer Arena il-69.
percent, which is among the top 20 shooters in the nation and .Julie
Sports Editor
Georgia Southern, currently Pinson is second in the OVC in assists with an average ~f 5 .2 per
Riding an 11-game winning
In the fir:;t meeting between
14-5 overall and 8-2 in the game.
streak and standing alonE" atop
the Ohio Valley Conference the Racers and the Tigers, Trans America Athletic ConBrooks led all &corers with 32 ference, has a balanced 11col'ing
with a 7-0 mark and a 15·6
Along with their league-leading 7-0 record, the Rncers are nmonJ!
record overall, the Racers will pomts. Racer Coach Steve attack, led by senior forward
Newton <;aid nlthot•gh one of his l\fike Cun·y, who is 8\'e1·aging the leaders in several other categories this week.
be looking to continue their
15.8 points per game.
The Racers' 11-game winning streak is currently tied for second
winning ways when they face tenm's goals is to never let a
in
the notion with the Univer.:.ity of ArkanSl:ls Razorback:..
Tennegsee State University player get more than 20 pomts
Cuny is also the team leader
The Racers are flrsL in field goal percentage !!hooting 45.3 per·
Saturday and Georgia Southern in a game, tht• Rncers will not in rebounds at 7.2 per game and
defend Brooks any differently
cent; they lead in three-point field goal shooting at 36.7 pe1·cent:
University Monday.
than they did in the first i!l the tE>am's most accurate they lead in scoring defense, allowing the. opposition 69.4 point:;;
shooter,
connecting
on
62.8
perTennessee State, whom the encounter.
per game and lead the conference in free throw perct'ntage at 76.7
cent of his shots'.
Racers defeated 80 67 Jan. 29 in
"He presents a real challenge
percent.
Nashville, is 2-4 in the con· for ow· ballclub,'' Newton said.
Close behind Curry is senior
The Racers are second in the league in rebound margin, getting
ference and 7-14 overall. The "We will have to do a better job guard Ben P ierce, who is an uverage of 6.4 more rebounds per game than their opponents.
Tige1·s are led · in· scoring by of defending him."
avera ging 15.3 points per game
The reason fot· the Racers leading in free throws is that the
guard Darryl Brooks, who is the
and is leading the team in Racer!l have the top two free throw shooters in the Ohio Valley
The
game
is
set
to
begin
at
OVC's scoring leader averaging
steals with 31.
Conference. Frank Allen is shooting 86 percent and Greg Coble is
7:30 p.m. Saturday in Racer
27.2 points per game.
connecting on 85.7 percent of his free throws. Coble has made 25
said
Georgia
N-ewton
Arena.
Southern is a solid ballclub. consecutive free throws this season.
Brooks is the conference
Close behind Allen and Coble is Paul King, who is connecting on
"They are a veteran team with
Monday night, the Racers will
leader in three-point shooting,
having connected on 69 shots step out of the conference and seven seniors, so they won't 82.4 percent of his free throws.
Popeye J ones is the conference leader in rebounding with an
for the season. Brooks leads travel to Statesboro, Ga., to bat- beat themselves, you have to
earn
a
victory
over
them,"
be
ave•
age of 11.3 per game and Chris Ogden is the conference leader
tle
the
Georgia
Southern
TSU in rebounds with 7.2 rein .ield goal percentage shooting 61 percent.
Eagles. Geor gia Southern said.
bounds per game.
Photo by SHIRLEY MARTIN

Racers look to keep streak
BASKEIBALL

Racers among OVC leaders

••••••••••••••••••••
•
JO-AN'S VARIETIES •
•• Bubbles Ltd. Fashion Knits ••
offi
•
•
•e
•
•
••••••••••••••••••••
•
•

•

30%

Skirts, pants, jumpsuits, and more...
on th e square

753-9569

•

•••••••••••••••••••
Gold Gallery
of Murray

Invites you to come in
& r egister for our
"Valentine Bear Giveaway"

on the Square
753-8811

•••••••••••••••••••
/ -- "

.9L{plia qamma tJJe[ta
would like·to congratulate its new officers:
President - Patti Beyerle
Vice President Fraternity Education - Micky Crane
Rush Chairman - Lisa Whitaker
Recording Secretary- Tracy Owen
Corresponding Secretary· Elizabeth Thompson
Vice President Scholarship ·Jeanne O'nan
Pan hellenic Delegate - Lisa Palazzi
Panhellenlc Representative • He~i Hom
Philanthropy Chari man - Karl Finn
Activities Chariman- Beth Tolliver
Membership Chalnnan • Joelle Thomas
Publicity Chairman -Jillian Schneider
Ritual Chairman • Jenna Newton
Social Chairman· LeeAnn Weatherspoon
Standards Chairman - Danna Banton
House Chairman • Rebecca Tanner
Guards • Stephanie Bartlett
Bethany Hall

We've got a great future!
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LADY RACERS
Continued from Page 19A

b a d ga m e," Wall sai d .
"Hopefully we got that out of
our system. We've been playing
so well lntely and I think we
just got down."
The Lady Racers came out
scoring to open the second half
as Wenning and Huffman
scored from underneath, to cut
the Jaguar lead to 16 with 18:21
left in the game.
South Alabama was hot from
the line, but the Lady Racers
kept attacking as Pinson scored
from three-point range and Rita
Bryars, a 6-foot freshman from
Wickliffe, added two points for
Murray State.
After 11 Murray State time
out, Pin~n fired in two jumpers
t.~!ns"'he Lady Racen to
10 of the Jaguar lead
wi
with 7:03 remaining in the
game.

South Alabama then hit three
of four free throws, but Bryars
and Wenning countered with
two baskets for the Lady
Racers.
Sophomore Angie Waldon and
Johnson combined fo1· the last
six points of the game. The
Lady Racers fell just short of
losing, 67-60.
Wall said that he feels that
his team will bounce back from
the loss as they have done
throughout the season.
"If t he loss will help us win
Saturday, then it was worth it,"
Wall said. "It's a trait of a good
team to learn from its mistakes,
e s pecially in pre s su r e
situations."
Murray State completed only
38 percent from the field to the

Jaguars' 40 percent, and netted
11 of 16 from the line for 68 per·
cent to 50 percent for South
Alabama.
Wenning led the Lady Racers
with 17 points and pulled down
seven rebounds.
Huffman added 11 points, and
Johnson chipped in nine points
and led in rebounding for the

Lady Racers with 10.

The Lady Racers lead the all·
time series with Tennessee
The Lady Racers, now 13-8 State 5·2 but trail Western Kenoverall and 5-2 in the con- tucky 18-10 in the all-time
ference, will take on Tennessee series,
State University Saturday in
an OVC match-up in Racer
Arena at 5:15 p.m. and will
Following the Western game,
travel to Bowling Green Mon- the Lady Racers will host Tenday to take on the Lady Hill top- ~essee Tech University Feb. 17
pers of Western Kentucky and Middle Tennessee State
University at 7 p.m.
University Feb. 19.

I

f'tb. 3 at Murray
WOMEN'S OVC STANDINGS
Tennessee Tech
MURRAY STATE
Eostem Kentucky
Tennessee State
Middle Tennessee
Morehead State
Austin Peoy

W:J.
7-{J

~2

4-3
3-3
3-4

2-5
~7

Feb. 6 In Mobfte, Ala.

Murray State (10) Hu1tmon 8-14 2-2 19.
WeMng 7· 10 3-417. JohreonS-81·311.
Pinson 4-5 1·2 10. Shelton 3-6 3-4 9. Ezell

Munav State (60) Wen~ 6-12 5-9 17,
Huffman 5-18 1·1 11, JotY'llon 4-8 1-2 9.
Wddort
2·2 8, Pinion 3-9 ().() 7. Bryars
2-52-2 6. Ezal1-4 0.0 2. Shelton o-1 0-00.
Tolcls 24-63 11· 16 60.
South Alabama (67) Vlcke~~ 10.18 4· 7
24, VlrrTYI'ft' 8-12 ().2 16. Rlchaldlon 3-9 3-

u

U 1-2 7. Bryoq2-4 o-1 4. Hutchesono-3
3-5 3• ..Jocbon ().1 0.0 o. Waldon 0.1 0.0
0. Totca 32-58 14-23 eo.
AUitln fleay (55) MalCWeM 7·18 2·2 16.
Dot-,t 6-13 1·2 13. Mason 2-8 7-9 11 .
Griff.. 2-4 0·0 4, Jeffriel 0·2 4·4 4.
Bottoma 1-1 ~ 2, Carr 1· 3 ~ 2.
Mlltlcx.w 1-3 o-o 2. Hende!lon o-o o-o o.
Ciardi 0-00.00. Tot~* :D6614-Zl55.

59. Seoy 3-12 2-2 8. Powel 2-4 0-4 6.
Herron 1·2 o-1 2. Packer t-1 0.0 2. Bibb
0.1 0.0 o,CMateneen o-1 0.0 o. ~
Q.9 0.0 0, Rlc:hordlon o-1 o-1 0. Tolall28-

70 11·2267.

,.
·' WANT TO MAKE A
DIFFERENCE?

CAMP
STAFF

IBM

announces
an enhancement
tothePS/2.
A hi .h~speed
oan.

Spend the summer in the
Catskill Mountains of New
York. Receive a meaningful and exciting summer
experience working in a
r esidential camp with
adults who have disabilities. Positions are available for COUNSELORS,
CABI N LEADERS , and
PROG RAM SPEC IALISTS. All students majoring in allied health field
are encouraged to apply.
Season dates: June 6 to
August 23. ·
Good Salary, Room ,
Board, and possible travel
allowance. Please sign up
tor an interview in Career
Services for FEBRUARY
19 with Camp Jened or
call (9 14) 434-2220 for
more information: ask for
Colleen.

•

Equ.J~Iotl4y~ M..1'

If you're like most students, you're often r unning
on empty when it comes to ready cash. That's why we've
come up with the IBM PS/2 loan for learning. It's easy.
·
It's fast. And it's affordable.

Write us
into your
little black
book!

The
Murray

Stare

Interest rates are substantially lower than those of
most consumer loans. Just 1.5% above the prime rate
(as published in The Wall Street Journal).
Qualified students (or their parents), faculty and stafft can borrow from $1 ,500
to $8,000 for the purchase of an IBM Personal System/2. *
The one-page application makes it as easy as applying for
a credit card .
Pay for your PS/2 in easy bites'. Take five years to repay.
Choose from two payment plans: Standard (fixed) or
Graduated. Under the Graduated plan, you pay as little as
$33.32 a month** for a PS/2 Model 30 286 preloaded
·
with software.
Here's the smart way to get the money you need, for
Michael Briant
Pat Rowland
the PS/2 you need.
753-6002
753-9437

News
Every Friday!

fTheqnotll<ll ........ orfvll)~f4dlltudlnlslacUW&ntSIIalfwho~IBMPS/2attvougllpa<lqlii!I1Qc:ampl40Uuets
· Applicants muat naMa CQmbrled,....,.., annualltlCOme ol $20.000 to b& eltgiC)Ie.
" The monthly pGI'Itnent •• based upon 100% financ•ng teJ)ald •n 60 montnly mlltallments baed on the chart be'- ana n:tuPSa the
l'llo guAranb!t tee. The01ttorest rate IS var~ SltlJed to change each mont~
Amount
l.4onll1e
MonthS
Months
F1Mf'l<ed
11:?
~
3760
APfl
$2.32222
$3332
$.4290
$7668
12 .37~
-eM. PS(2 .-.:1 PeBona! ~..,. ~ trademllri<sot trdemll.ona! ~Machines Cotpota!IQtl C IBM Cotp 19119

,----
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WHAT'S COOKIN'
ON FRIDAY?
4-Pc. White&sh $

Dinner

4 • 29

Served l.dth a choU of3 uegttabla and
a roll or~
AtPa~IQ

JRtlfi~

FIMIIJ RESTAURANTS

Photo by R. CRAIG RA VCRAFT

The trophy case on the third floor of the Currls Center Is filled with many old and new trophies
alike. The old trophies were discovered by head trainer Tom Simmons and women's track coach
Margaret Sl!"mons In the Carr Health Building.

Send your
~
Sweetheart a
f Singing Telegram!

Curr.i s Center trophy case
displays ·past with present
By AMY LEAR
Staff Writer

It was like unlocking a lost
treasure chest, when trophies,
dating back to the 1930s, were
discovered more than a year ngo
by Murray State University
head trainer Tom Simmons.
Simmons was in the Carr
Health Building searching for
storage space when he found six
wooden crates marked
'athletics- one through six.' He
said he a!lked different people
and nobody knew what was in
them.
··So I opened one of the boxes
and was delighted to find the
lost trophies," Simmons said... I
always wondered what had hap·
pened to them ."
Simmons said he remE>mbered
when these trophies were once
on display in the old student
union which is now the Harry
Lee Waterfield Library. They
wot·e later moved to the Carr
Health Building, but when it
was renovated, the tt·ophies
were boxed up and seemed to
disappear.
Simmons dicussed his
wonderful find with his wife
Margaret, women's track and
cross country coach Simmon!!

said he and his wife dicussed
the possibility of once again
displaying the trophies.
Maragret Simmons took the
idea and went to work on fin·
ding a proper place to display
these forgotten awards. She
said she wrote to sevet·al student organizations and athletic
departments in hopes of finding
financial backing, but only
received an enthusiastic
approval.
Help came from a local
cabinet builder, Jerry McCoy,
she said. McCoy had offered a
gift. in kind to the athletic
department and was responsi·
ble for designing and building
the eight cases that now house
the trophies on the third floor of
the Curris Center.
Simmons said she chose the
Cunis Center because mo~t
students pass through there.
She said if a new arena is ever
built, the trophies may be
transferred there.
Last summer, the Simmons'
spent long hours cleaning and
preparing the trophies for
display.
Simmons said she enjoyed dig·
ging through all the boxes.
"They (the trophies) were wrap-

ped in old newpapers inside
nailed- shut crates," she said.
One of the neatest trophies,
she said, was a 1935 trophy. "It
was really cute and tiny," she
said."It said 'girls and boys
championship' and not men or
women."
Some of the trophies were
damaged, she said, · but others
were of great quality, made
with real pewter and wood.
Tom Simmons said it is exciting to think that there are
tt·ophies here almost twice as
old as many of the students.
Championship trophies and
those with the most meaning
were selected for display,
Margaret Simmons said. She
said thnt the others will be
periodically rotated so that the
entire collection can be
displayed.
Buddy Hewitt, golf coach, was
chosen as curator and is in
charge of rotating the tt·oph ies.
Hewitt wns chosen because he
was in charge of the old student
union when the trophies were
orginally displayed. Also,
Hewitt has had many years of
experience at Murray State and
many of the trophies are meaningful to him.

/ $5 for on campus
~ $7 for off campus
,t
of'.

Come visit our booth in the Curris Center
Monday, Feb. 12 ~ Wednesday, Feb. 14
(in front of bookstore).
Choose from a list of songs;
My Gir1/My Guy, Endless Love,
Love Me Tender, All of Me and more.
For more information contact Trisb at 762·3365.
(Service provided by Sock·n-Buskin Drama Club)

Injuries hamper Lady Racers
By MIKE PADUANO
Staff Writer
While Stephanie Saleem was
at the Melrose Games in New
York City's Madison Square
Garden Saturday competing
with some of t he biggest names
in track, the rest of the Lady
Racer track team performed at
the Univez·sity of Indiana.
The Lady Racers recorded two
runner-up finishes and three
third place finishes in individual and relay events.

Head coach Margaret Simmons said some performances
were disappointing and the
Lady Racers did not show much
improvement.

Next for Saleem is the Olympic Invitational at the
Meadowlands in East Rutherford, N.J., and then back to Purdue for the Lady Racers' quadVal Bowser, a senior from meet with Purdue University,
Murray, recorded a second· Southern Illinois University
place finish in the 800-meter and t h e University of
run in a time of2:14.44, and An· Wisconsin.
na Cherry, a freshman from St.
Saleem's time in the
Lucia, West Indies, was second
in the 400-meters with a time of 400-meters would have been
fast enough to win at Indiana,
56.79.
Saleem, a sophomore from Simmons said.
The Lady Racers h ave
Neptune, N.J ., finished second
in the 400-meter run at the New recovered from flu-related ilYork City meet with a time of lnesses they suffered from
54.11 behind Dianne Dixon, the earlier in the year, but nagging
current world record holder in irijuries are hampering J enille
t he 400-meter, who had a time Kelly. Dianne Woodside and
Natasha Brown, Simmons said.
of53.03.

WOMEN'S

TRACK

/ --

Yiirn!n:onL ~IlJT:LE11!1Y

RAVITZ.
FRIDAY, FEB. 23, AT 8:00P.M.
TICKETS: $18.50 RESERVED
ON SALENOWI
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT:
JIM GATUN'S
DISC JOCKEY RECORDS
PLEASE CHECK EACH LOCATION
FOR EXACT nME OF SALES.

(!f:gM
CONCERT SERIES

~

SIU Arena
CHARGE BY PHONE: 618·453·5341 •
2• HOUR HOTLIM.E

SIU ARENA PROMOTIONS PRESENTATION

I
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Buy one, Get one

FREE

Two piece dinner, n1ix only
Regular or Hot 'N Spicy
Includes: Biscut.'t and frleQs
or creole lice

Open 24 Hours

• Creole

:::;:..

We accept anyone else's chicken coupons
Expires 2-28·90

4th and Chestnut

753- 8575

A sweet deal from

Terrapin Station
Buy any two used CD's for $14
Buy any two used cassettes and get the

third of equal or less value free.

Photo by SHIRLEY MARTIN

New and Used:
albums: cassettes
con1pact discs

Special orders

Stereo equipment

Trade ins welcome

Tie dye shirts

IN THE LANE:

Scott Slvills, a freshman forward from
Cadiz, and Popeye Jones, a sophomore center from
Dresden, Tenn., battle for position for a rebound in the lane
In Racer Arena. The Racers are currently 15-6 overall and
7-0 In the OVC.

Basketball races
becqming tough
The intramural scene is being
highlighted by close races in the
basketball leagues.
In the SEC League, the Edge
defeated Nowhere Fast 63-52,
Run & Gun won over the Chops
70-53, the Bulls got by the
Diaper Dandy's 79-46 and the
Sixers beat Nowhere Fast
57-38.
The Edge and Run & Gun are
tied for the lead in the lead with
identical4-0 records. The Sixers
are also undefeated at Z.O
followed by the Bulls at 3-1 and
the Bud Crew at 2-1.
In the Sunbelt League, the
Scrubs scored a 49-43 victory
over the Ben Gay Boys,
M.E.A.T. defeated the HWA's
34-29, Action beat Air Moo
33-24 and the Scrubs won over
the Moondoggers 60-47.
The Scrubs are 5-0 in the
l~ague, M.E.A.T. is 4.0 and the
Moondoggera are 3-1.
Competition in the Metro
League saw the Pistons win
over the Horneta 58-49 and Zoo
aeat Alpha Gamma Rho-2
45-41.
The Pistons and Scrog are tied
for the top spot in the league at
3-0 followed by the X-men at
1·1.
In the IFC league this week,
Alpha Gamma Rho defeated
Sigma Phi Epsilon 49-29, Lambda Chi Alpha won over Sigma
Pi 51 -23 and Alpha Tau Omega
scored a 52-27 victory over Pi
Kappa Alphn.
Alpha Tau Omega remains
the lone undefeated team in the
league at 3-0 followed by Lamb·
da Chi Alpha a t 3-1, Pi Kappa

..

1. .

Terrapin Station
605 OUve St.

Monday-Friday
10 a.m.-5:30p.m.
Saturday
10 a.m.-5 .m.

753-8926

INTRAMURALS
Alpha at 3-1 and Sigma Chi at
2-1.
In the OVC League, Keystone
won over the Gooks 66-53, the
Pacers got by Tri-state 57-41
and Playground beat the Young
Guns 57-50.
The Pacers are- the leaders in
the league at 4-0 followed by
Playground at 3-1, Tri-state at
3-1 and Bored Stiff at 2-1.
In the Women's League,
Alpha Gamma Delta defeated
Sigma Sigma Sigma 40-17, Last
Minute squeaked by Alpha
Sigma Alpha 26-25, Shootout
scored a 42-34 victory over
Alpha Delta Pi and Not Invo)v.
ed won over Alpha Omicron Pi
38-20.
Not Involved and Shootout
art> tied for the top position in
the league as each are at 2.0
followed by Alpha Omicron Pi
at ~1 and Last Minute at 1·1.
Indoor soccer has begun with
six teams competing for the
championship in the Far Side
League. The participants include the Fried Won Tons,
Sigma Phi Epsilon, We Don't
Have a Name, Lambda Chi
Alpha, Calloway and Lakt>r

"A"

Upcoming intramural events
include wallyball competition
starting next week, the entry
deadline for teams wishing to
compete in the wiffieball tour·
nament is Feb. 21, the entry
deadline for floor hockey is Feb.
28 and the entry deadline for in·
tramural volleyball is Feb. 28.

---- ,

SPECIAL INSTALLATION OFFER!
FREE INSTALLATION
You save $10

Bel-Air
Shopping Center

CAJ3LE

V\Sl.N

753-5005

I

.N firS
CLASSIFIED AD POLICY
Deadline ....... . ... Monday 3 p. m.
Houra: Monday and Wednesday 3 p.m. • 5 p.m.
Tuesday, Thursday and Friday 2 p.m. - 4

p.m.

Closed weekends and holidays.
Exact change or clleck *!Uired. NO AOS WILl 8E ACCEPTED OVER ~E
PHONE. Ads may be maJled llOng wrth payrMnl to:

CI.ASSFIEOS OEPARn.ENT
The Munat Stale Mtws
2609 University Station
Murray, KY 42071

RATES
Wilh MSU 10 : 15e per word
Without MSU 10: 20e per word

OVER TWENTY WORDS
With MSU 10 : 10e per word
Without MSU 10: 15e per word
Bold Face - $1 per line
Attention Getters - . . . or vvv - $1

INDEX
PERSONALS.OREEK HELP WANTED
ROOMMATES
LOST & FOUND
BUSINESS SERVICES
RIDES
MISC.
FOR RENT
FOR SALE
NOTICE

C.H. and R.C. - let's take
a road trip to Colorado!
Convinc e everyone's
mooch and pooch and
we're offl - K.H.

Steven, 363 days with
you. tt hardly seems
that long, but It has
definitely been that
great Love you, Mel

Hey Angle, just using my
freedom of the press to
say •1 love you• again.
Hold on tlghtll love,
Chris

Little sis - Blind date
dance
Is
soon
approaching. Who's it
gonna be - Royce or
mind games? CEC

Hey 3-West, Woods Hall
person, do you have to
walk like an elephant?
it's getting oldl

one lucky northern girl to

Tootl St. louis was the
best, just like the past
three months have
been. Thank you I love
always, Jen

Chi Delts - Thanks for a
successful Spring Rushl
You did a great job,
Ple dges,
Ly nn.
welcome to the family.

./ ./ ./ Comics For.
~ Large collection.
If Interested, call 7539408 after 5. Ask for
Jon.

Thanks to Micky, laura,
Bethany, and all the
Alpha Gams that helped
me with the dance. You
guys are the best !
Love, Patti B.

Wanted: Responsible
party to take over low
monthly payments o n
See
spinet pi ano.
locally. Call 800-3273345 Ext. 102

AndrPa, you are doing a
super job as Sigma
Sigma Sigma music
chairman! I love youl
Your big sis, Marianna

For Sale: 2.s- BIW LCD
Television; also digital
alarm clock. Call 7622510 .
Pric es
negotiable.

Lisa R., good luck with
your student teaching I
Concord Elementary
better watch out! We11
all miss yal love, the
6th floor gang

f'wR I

Alpha Sigma Alpha,
thanks a Million for the
great time last night!
The Brothers of Sigma

Chi
Lori, thanks for the great
dinner. You're a great
cook. love, the sixth
floor crew!

Have
a
Happy
Valentine's
Day
Catherine! Sigma love
your Big Sis
Kailyn, my bed is always
burning even when your
not in it. love WAG

H2, yes I do believe I am
have found someone as
wonderful as you l
Forever
Ginger, we are proud of
youl love, Mom, Dad &
Marcy!

Computer Fortunes
Tarot, Runes, and
IChlng $1 ( or so, with
SASE)
Send to :
Computer Fortunes,
2367 Unlv. Stat. - MSU
Include: Name, Address
and Birthdate

"ATTENTION
GOVERNMENT SEIZED
VEHICLES from $100.
Fords ,
Mercedes ,
Corvettes, Chevys.
Surplus Buyers Guide.
1·602-838-8885 EXT.
A485~

Earn extra money for
Spring Break - Part time
jobs available on campus. Nat'l mafi(etlng
firm
aeeka
representatives. Call
larry at 1-800-5922121 .
looking for a fraternity,
sorority, or student
organization that would
like to make $500 $1 000 for a one week on
campus
marketing
project.
Must be
organ i zed
and
hardworl<lng. Call Kevin
at 1-800-592-2121
A FREE GIFT JUST FOR
CALLING. PLUS RAISE
UP TO $1 ,700 IN ONLY
10 DAYS.
Student
groups, frats and
sororities needed for
marl<eting project on !'
campus.
For details
plus your FREE GIFT
Group officers call 1800-765-8472 Ext. 50

I w=re~ I l. . _w_~_~_TE_~_____.I
•ATTENTION: EARN
MONEY WATCHING TVI
$32,000/year Income
potential. Details. (1)
602-838-8885 Ext. TV4852•

• ATTENTION
GOVERNMENT HOMES
from $1 (U-repalr}.
Delinquent tax property.
Repc.ssessions. Call 1602-838-8885
Ext.
GH4852•
•ATIENTION - HIRING!
Government jobs - your
area. Many Immediate
openings without waiting
list or test. $17,840 $69,485. Call 1-602838-8885. EXT R4852. •

•ATIENTION : EARN
MONEY
READING
BOOKS! $32,000/year
Income
potent i al.
Details. (1) 602-8388885 Ext. Bk4852

•ATTENTION:
EASY
WORK EXCELLENT
PAYI
Ass em ble
products at hom e.
Details. ((1) 602-8388885 Ext. W-4852"

MISC.
Marl<et Discover Credit
Cards on your campus.
Flexible hours. Earn as
much as $10/hour. Only
ten positions available.
Call 1-800-950-8472 ,
ext. 3027
•
The Huxtaubles are
dead. long live the
SlmpsonJ JF
Want to buy used but
not abused Nlntendo
games. Call153-1176

MSU
Eacort
S • r vIc • , Dept. of
Public Safety offers
escort service after dark
7 days a week. Call 7622222.

Chances are that
you'll find exactly
what you're looking
for in the Oassifieds!
Buying, selling, a job,
or a just a note from
that special someone
in the Personals
section. The Murray
State News
Classifieds are the
first place to go for
fun and results!
For more information contact
our office today! We'll give
you the inside scoop on
Oassifieds and The Murray

State News. 762-4478

KURTH

DARLING

MSU RESPONSE

Continued from Page 1

Continued from Page 1

Continued from Page 1

His interest in the MSU
presidency stems from his
familiarity with the region - he
had served as commanding of.
ficer of the Naval Air Station in
~illingto~\ Tenn. -and ~s 9Pi·
ruon that Murr~y State ts the
best kept ~~cret m the state of
Kentucky.

t he Am er ica n Em ba ssy ,
Moscow, U.S.S.R. and director
of long·range planning for the
chief of Naval operations.

He earned his doctorate
•degree in Soviet studies from
Harvard University in 1970; he
also has a master's degree in
public administration from
The college Kurth will leave Harvard and a bachelor of
behind when he ends his Naval science degree from the United
career is somewhat different States Nav~ Academy.
than MSU. The Naval War College has several h undred
Kurth is voluntarily ending
graduate students who repre· his career with the Navy this
sent junior and senior level summer.
military officers, for eign
military and civilians.
"I have no problem leaving
t hings behind," he said. " I want
Some of Kurth's other ad· to (leave the Navy) before the
minist rative experiences in- Navy and I are tired of one
clude: U.S. defense attache' for another."

judged: How well does t he in·
stitution take care of its
students through academic programs? Is the institution on the
cutting edge and does it try new
Mlutions? What is the commitment of t he faculty and staft?
What is t he quality of t he administrative leadership?
Some of the issues facing
higher education today include
the ever-increasing use of ·
technology in and out of the
classroom, the role of the junior
and community colleges in
higher education and the
tendency of our culture to "over
assess,'' Darling said.
When asked if he had any
qua l ms abo u t th e c ir ·
cumstances under which the
p revious two Unive r sity
presidents, Constantine Curris
and Kala Stroup, had left, Darl·

ing said that there had been
concern which he discussed
with the Board of Regents.

"I anticipate that if I came (to
Murray State) we would not
repeat the same legacy of the
past," he said.
D ar'ling's e d ucational
background includes a doc.
torate degree in marketing
from the University of Illinois,
a master's in marketing from
the University of Alabama, a
bachelor of science degree in
merchandising from UA and an
associate's degree in pre·
commerce from Graceland Col·
lege in Lamoni. Iowa.
His other administrative posi·
tions include vice president for
academic affairs and research
at Texas Tech University in
Lubbock.

Privacy Act, more commonly
k n own as t he Buckley
Amendment.
The policy reads: "Murray
State University Public Safety shall make available, upon
request, to the various media
and to the general public, in·
formation regarding ac·
tivities, serious incidents,
and/or crimes that may have
occurred on the Murray State
University campus to the ex·
tent that t he provision of
such information does not im·
pair any vested rights in·
eluding, but not limited to
those involving t h e investigative and judicial pro·
cesses or which violate the
privacy rights of persons in·
valved in certain activities,
serious incidents or crimes as
prescribed and defined by
state and federal law."

ru
Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday
Button Give Away
Basketball Game
Racer Arena

MOVIE

7:30p.m.

"MALCOLM X"

11@

Curris Center
Theater

Adam West
Currls Center
Ballroom

7p.m.
Free

11~

7:30p.m.
Free

BlACK AWARENESS WEEK

.

Blacks In College
Lecture by
Dr. Jacqueline Fleming
Currts Center Theater
7 p.m. Free
m@

\

Janett Blythe

Paducah Sun

Staff Writer
in Residence

Feb.22
7:30p.m.
Stables
Free

~$

ComedJan Paul Reiser
Star of
NBC's
''My Two Dads"

1990
~~

lp.m.

C»ming Aprill2••••••

Miss Jtmerica
.___ _ _----4

WUson Hall

Lecture

Currls Center
Ballroom
7:30 p.m. Free

Lovett Auditorium
7:30p.m.

~~

Movie '11mes:
~SOMEOF111E

BJGGEST
LAUGHS
l!lt\lJ•diW••'I
N•~!l.:~t~',

,; •JlELI('IOl'SLYrui'I"SY...
.........':!:' ......--

•.

~WHAT.4.~1E!

MI:Uiit..

..

,.., . . ., . , _

3:30p.m.
AD tickets $1

:lot~ ,~..:...

7 p.m. & 9:30p.m.
$1.50ID
$2.50 without m

Feb.21

Feb. 28

March·7

/ -~

Photos by JAN HUMPHREYS

HIGH ON YOU:

Balloons have evolved Into the modern day gifts for " that special someone" on Valentine's Day Instead of poems and cards. (left) A popular new balloon is 'the
walker.' A large, helium-filled balloon that •walks' Into their hearts. (top) On a Stnaller scale Is a
wide variety of mylar balloons that can be Included In balloon bouquets or given separately. These
f ome with an array of Valentine messages printed on them.

I

Couples meet at college;
·date, fal/ .in love, marry ·
I

By JON FUTRELL
SUUf Writer

.,.

College. It's a wonderful
place to meet people. Some
become good b1,1ddies for life.
Some you hope and pray
never to see again after
graduation.
But sometimes, it's there
where you meet that special
someone with whom you fall
in love, date and maybe even
marry. Thet·e "are. plenty of
couples on campus who have
gone through some or all of
these stages.

C. Ronald Cella, chnitman
of the English department,
and his wife, Doris. interim
coordinator at the Learning
Center have been married for
27 years. They met while
working as assistants for the
director of ft·eshman composi·
tlon at the University of
Kentucky.
"There were 15 people in
one office," Dr. Cella recalled.
" We met because we were
spending time in work and
shared s imilar respon ·
sibilities. I took her out to a
UK football game and the rest
is history."
The ir most memorable
Valentine's Day came in
1976. That was when they
moved into their current
house, which was only a few
blocks from their previous
one.
Ron Clement, professor of
management and marketing.
and his wife, Patricia, med ia
coordinator at the Faculty
Resource Center , w i ll
celebrate their tenth anniver sary this April. They met in a
church singles group in
Arizona and had what Dr.
Clement called a whirlwind
courtship.

" We met in August, started
dating in October and mar·
ried the following April," he
said.
The Clements reserve
celebrations for anniversaries'
and birthdays. They have two
children: Melissa. Patricia's.
daughter ~from a previous'
marriage and Alan, a first
grader at Robertson Elemen·
tary. They spend most of what
free time they have walking,
listening to music and atten·
ding on-campus music and
theatre productions.
Patrick Hanna and his wife,
Dana, met in a JRT 168 class.
" We had mutual friends and
mutual classes. We met by ac·
cident," he said.
They have been married for
three and a half years and
have an 18-month-old son,
Sam. With both students lak·
ing classes full time, free time
can be tough to come by.
" Lately, it's been non·
existant," he said. "She
<Dana) has mega responsibilities with clubs. I've got
the TV station, where I work
as a cameraman. The only
time I see her sitting is when
she's sick."
All the couples have good
a dvice for other couples trying to juggle college work and
a relationship. " You have to
wot·k at companionship,"
Mrs. Cella said. "I can't imagine a marriage when you
don't express your feelings.
even negative ones."
" Make it even. There's no
sexism involved," Mrs. Han·
na said. "No work is man's
work or woman's work. You
both have to do your fair
share.''
" Ron does as much as I do
around the house," Mt·s. Clement said. "CButl you're going
to run into situations where
you both have to be
somewhere else and one has
to be at home. If one is stress·
ed out from doing too much.
, the other one picks up some of
the load."

-

Romantic movies~ ·POpular

,f or holiday entertainment

I

ByKRISFAZI
Reporter
Area video t·ental stores list
1
several romantic movies that
' are best sellers _ but they do
!not expect an increase(! dernand
for them on Valentine's Day. ·
"Last: year was a normal
rValentine's Day. It falls 'on ·a
Wednesday this year, so 1 don't
expect it to be exceptionally
busy," .said Lisa Hendricks,
manager of Captain Video.
Hendricks said two popular
new releases are Willter People.
a drama starring Km1 Russell
and Kelly McGillis, and Say
Anythwg, a romantic comedy
starring John Cusack and lone
Skye.
Romantic comedies are the
most popular. Pam Hemdon, an
employee at Classic Film Rental, said favorites include
Cocktail, stan·ing Tom Cruise
and Elisabeth Shue, Cousins,
wtth Ted Danson and Isabella
Rossellini, and My Stepmother
is an A/irn, starring Dan
Aykroyd and Kim Basinger.

I

Tammy Torsak, an employee
at Movie World, said When
Harry Met Sally is very popular.
"It stays out a lot," she said.
A few dramas are popular,
too, such as t he romantic
thriller, Fatal Attraction, starring Michael Douglas and Glenn
Close, and Working Girl, J;tarring Harrison Ford and Melanie
Griffith. said Debbie Herndon,

an employee at t he Cheri 3
Theatres.
Although the video stores
have t heir best sellers, students
have different ideas about their
favorite romantic movies. •
·· Jenrrifer Vaughn, a senior
maQufacturiN{enttineering rna·
)or from Murray, said tlle i981
box-office hit, An Officer and a
Gentleman, starring Richard
Gere and Debra Winger, is her
favorite romantic movie.
"My husband and I went to
see that on our ftrst date," she
said. "We even had the theme
song, Up Where We Belong.
played at our wedding.''
Chris Cowart, a senior accounting major from Vicksburg,
Miss., liked the romantic com·
edy, About Last Night. starring
Rob Lowe and Demi Moore.
''They had a good thing and
didn't know it until they were
apart," he said. " In the end,
they got back together on better
terms."
Logan Dodd II. a senior
graphic arts major from
Buchanan, Tenn., chose the
1987 comedy, The Princess
Bride, starring Cary Elwes and
Robin Wright.
" It had humor and drama,"
he said. ··rt was fast-paced. T
really liked it because thev had
a caring love, not just a physical
attraction that you see in a lot
of movies.''.
The classtcs are popular love
stories among all ages.

Reginu Anderso n , a
sophomore accounting major
from Zeigler, Ill., said her
favorite romantic movie is
Wuthering Heights, based on
Emily Bronte's novel of t he
same title.,
•
.
.;
• Mark Beal, technical director
'ana ... h1stt·l.ict.d~"at.. the~'tbeafer
department, ' likes the com·
edyclassic, /t's a Wonderful Life,
starring James Stewart and
Donna Reed.
" I like the message that it
gives- that your wealth in life
is not measured by your
monetary gains, but by the love
you have for your family and
friends ." he said.
Nancy Wright, a senior
elementary education major
from Mayfield, Ky., likes the
1965 musical, The Sound of
Musi<', starr ing Julie Andrews
nnd Christopher Plummer.
"1 love a story where the
underdog wil1s," she said. "She
tAndrews) is an underdog; she
comes from an average family
and marries into a wealthy
family.' '
Perhap~; the best-selling, most
watched and most loved romantic movie of all time is the 1939
historical epic, Gone With the
Wind, starring Vivien Leigh
and Clark Gable.
" I like the old-fashioned rela·
tionships like Scarlett and
Rhett had," said Carol Bailey, a
junior child development major
from Murray.
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MSU prof Bob Valentine
takes his name to heart

Photo by JAN HUMPHREYS

FROM TOP TO BOTTOM:

A populer Item Is screen-printed boxera that N Y 'I Love
You.' Boxera ere novelty Items that.,. popul8r on college cempuaes.

.

Love songs create mood
for romantic encounter
\

By ALYSSA HARVEY
Reporter

Picture this: You and your
loved · one are sitting on the
couch in the living room. You
are all alone in the house. The
lights are turned down low.
The two of you have just eaten
the most satisfying and
romantic dinner by
candlelight that you have ever
imagined. Now you feel like
gettipg tl}at special person in
the mood. What do you do?
You turn on the slow jam and
get mellow.
There is not much history
written about love songs in
general, bu~ the._ first one was
probably made up by a
caveman beating his head
against the sides of the wall
while screaming. "I LOVE
YOU, WOI\1AN!" Since then,
they have become a popular
way of telling that special someone that you love them,
that you want to get serious or
simply that you're thinking of
them.
Love is mentioned in various
songs. Some people are shy
and find it easier to express

their feelings through ~he
words of a song rather than
coming up with someth ing on
their own.
Some of the favorite love
songs of Murray State University students include "golden
oldies,'' such as "Endless
Love," by Diana Ross and
Lionel Richie; "Always,'' by
Atlantic Star; and "You've
Lost That Loving Feeling," by
. The Righteous Brothers.
Current favorites include "I
Don't Know Much," by Linda
Rhondstat and Aron Nevil;
"Angel Eyes," by The Jeff
Healy Band; and "Here and
Now," by Luther Vandross.
"You've Lost That Loving
Feeling'' was the song most
chosen as a favorite love song
and Luther Vandross was the
most chosen artist of a favorite
lovo song.
Two record stores in Mworay
~ell many love songs each day.
The big love sellers at Terrapin Station are albums by
Luther Vandross, Billy Ocean
and Elvis Pl.·esley At Sunset
Boulevard Music, the most
popular love singles are "How
Am I Supposed to Live

Without You," by Micheal
Bolton; "When I See You
Snrile," by Bad English; and
anything by Phil Collins.
"People listen to love songs
because they are pleasant
soundin g. They (love songs)
say what people want to say,"
Brenda Wright, manager of
Sunset Boulevard Music, said.
"It has to remind me of the
person I'm going out with," '
Christy Ash, a fresh man nurs·
ing major from Newburg, Ind.,
said.
"It has to have a nice
melody," Kailyn Kroger, a
freshman chemistry major
from Newburg, Ind., said.
"I look for the author's in·
side meaning," Howard
Theus, a speech communications/theater arts major from
Jackson, Tenn., said.
"I look for whether or not it
is speaking of actual feelings,"
Larry Johnson, a senior voca·
tional rehabilitation mnjor
from Union County, said.
So the next time you have a
special opportunity to entice
the one you love, play a
romantic song and watch the
results.

By CONSTANCE WATKINS
Staff Writer
Dr. Robert Valentine really
appreciates his name because
people are not apt to forget it.
He said at this time of year it
creates instant rapport when he
meets someone.
And - listen to this - he said
he gets quicker, friendlier service in February when ordering
pizza or Chinese food to go
because people remember the
name.
Valentine is an assistant for
Murray State University's
speech team and is a visiting
lecturer for basic speech and
theater courses.
With a name like Valentine
he says he never forgets the
holiday. In fact, he has already
bought flowers, candy -and a
card for his wife, Kathryn
Ballard, MSU visiting lecturer
in speech, communications and
theater.
Valentine said his family is
conscious of Feb. 14, but is not
sure why. "Maybe it's the
name, maybe t h e Italian
blood," he said.
Except for that prepubescent
period when romance and kissing were "stupid,'' he said he
has not had to endure much
taunting about his love·
<;annected name.

Robert Valentine
Valentine ha!l noticed a
curious phenomenon when leaving telephone messages
however. Since many people
think he is saying Balentine
and write B instead of V when
spelling his name, he says,
"Valentine, 'as in Feb. 14th."
Valentine said if he is talking
to a woman she knows im·
mediately how to spell it. This
approach does not work with
men. He said that men do not
seem to make the connection
and then will ask, "Do you spell
that with an F?"
Valentine finda having a holiday name an asset rather than
a liability. "However, l , don't
think I'd want my name to be
Christmas around December,"
he said.

Be' A
Valentine
C h arms • C h a in s • Pe nd a nt s • Ri ngs
Uniqu e & Unusual

J. T . Lee, Jewler, I nc.
Dixieland

Center

~~

759-1141

AT&T reduces day r~tes
on Valentine's Day calls
By STEVE COLE
Reporter

Long-dit!tance lovers who are
tired of astronomical telephone
bills have a chance to talk to
their sw~tbeart& on Valentine's Day at a red\lctd rate.
Ameriun Telephone &
· Telcgrapll Co. will offer long·distance discounts on Valentine's' Day' to its residential,
business and international
customers in an effort to compensate for lose of service for
millions of customers Jan. 15.
For nine hours Jan. 15, a
computer-software glitch blocked more than half of the calls
placed on AT&T's network,
spreading from New York to
more than 100 nationwide switching centers.
Because of this problem,
AT&T asked the Federal Communications Commission to

charge holiday rates on Feb. 14.
AT&T's holiday rates are a!l
average of 33 percent lower
than the regular weekday rates
on all out-of-state, direCt-dialed
calls made by customers on the
company's network.
''We are maktnl{ this gesture
to underscore how much w"
value our relationship with our
customers, knowing there is no
way to make up for the incom·enience they may have experienced," AT&T Chairman
Robert E. Allen said in an article published Jan. 19 in the
Courier-Journal.
AT&T said a lO·minute,
direct·dialed, coast·to-coast call
between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. on
Valentine's Day would cost
$1.58, compared with $2.50 on a
normal weekday.
Also included in the discount
rates are crcdit·card calls.

Operator-at;Sisted calls will not
fall under the discount.
AT&T handles about 70 percent of the nation's long·
distance market. On an a~erage
busi~te!IB day, 80 million calls go
through lhe AT&T system, eai4
AT&T s,_,lle!-!man Sally Sherwood in an article publi!!hed
JtUl, Hl in the Murra.y udgt!r &
Times. She said she did not
know how many ;alls were at·
tempted Jan. 15 or bow many
actually went through.
Other long-distance competitors, such as MCI Communications Corp. and US
Sprint were not affected by the
computer glitch.
With the discounts that
AT&Tisoffedngon Valentine's
Day, long-distance sweethearts
can talk an extra 20 minutes
this year without running up a
large telephone bill.

Valentine ' s Day
from the staff of

The Murray
State News!

l •
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Traditional Valentine's
Special day celebrated
with balloons, flowers

762-4468

'Roses are a/ways going good, nothing will
The types of gifts given on
Valentine's Day have evolved every take their place. '
into many different trends since
-Gaines

By MELANIE BUCKLIN
Stall Writer

It's Customer Appreciation

lime.

Because you mean so
much to us,we'd like to say,
Thank You
.for doing business with us!

B nk of

urr y

"THE FRIENDLY BANK"
Member FDIC

the day of St. Valentine.
In 270 B.C., when St. Valen·
tine was named the patron
saint of lovers, men sent poems
and cards of affection to the
girls they had chosen to be their
"valentines."
The basic custom remains the
same today, howev~r. poems
and cards have evolved into
balloons, candy, roses and
jewelry.
Angie Lee , manage r of
Memories , s aid Memories'
specialities for Valentine's Day
are balloons and stuffed
animals.
"We have all kinds of balloon
bouquets, and we make ar·
t·angements of balloons and
flowers," she said.
Lee 10aid Memories also makes
candy arrangements with
balloons attached.
The old custom of giving
sweets to the sweet is still
popular today as candy Valen·
tines are sent to loved ones.
Cheryl Hicks, employee of
Sammon's Bakery, said the
bakery often sells sweets for
Valentine's Day. ·•we have
small , medium and · large
heart-shaped cakes." she said.
"The price includes whatever

you want written on it (the
cake)." Hicks said the bakery
s ells large heat·t-shaped
cookies for the holiday as well .
Flowers are also a traditional
way to tell someone you care for
them.
Tom Grimes, owner of Murray
Florist, said flowers are always
big sellers on Valentine's Day.
"Roses are always going good,"
he said. " Nothing will ever take
their place."
Jo Brandon, owner of Gene
and Jo's florist, said she agreed
with Grimes. "Roses are ·a bout
80 percent of what we sell for
Valentine's Day," she said.
However, she said Gene and
Jo's does offer other special
FTD teleflora services for
Valentine's Day . Jewelry is
another popular and traditional
gift idea for Valentine's Day.

THIS BUD'S FOR YOU: The me
bouquet of flowers. To fit all tastes, bouq
vases or mugs as containers.

Eva Cook, owner of Cook's
Jewlers, said she expects any
jewlery featuring hearts to be
popular this year.
Jewlers, said Michelson!s has
E
•
bracelets that have "I LOVE YOU''
Va
Tammy Horton, assistant or "SOMEONE SPECIAL" casted in· • the
mana·g~l' of Mich-elson's '
• ' , •• ••.• • • h Of
to a ch ain.
. .

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Day gifts Still popular
cosmetic bags, picture frames,
baskets and pottery. ·'We also
do special pillows with Shiela
Grogan, who is a local artist,''
she said. "We get her the
pillows and she paints on the
front of them."
As the holiday approaches,
students are beginning to hope
that that special someone will
remember them on Feb. 14.
Cheryl Gentry, a junior public
relations major from Forest
Cave, said she is hoping for a
rose with a card attached that
says "Just because."
Kevin Wasko, a freshman
undeclared major from
Louisville, said he would just
like someone to take him out to
dinner.
Alan Emerson, a sophomore
undeclared major from
Owensboro, said he, on the
other band, plans to take his
girlfriend out to eat the
weekend before Valentine's
Day.

Photo by JAN HUMPHREYS

popular way to say 'I Love You' Ia by sending ' that apeclaleomeone' a
uete come In an array of creations; from silk to real flowers, or by using

11t

jomepeopledonothopeforroseson
However, Karen McDowell,
Ientine's Day because eventually
employee of Happiness Place, said
lY wilt, and some people do not • their store offers a mor~ practical
:>e for candy for fear of the calories. ft·•assortment of gifts including tapestry

"I was also thinking about
getting flowers and a little
necklace or something," he
said.
However, some students are
opting to give more from the
heart this year.
For instance, Gentry said she
will be giving smiles as Valen·
tine's Day gifts.
Barry McCallum, a junior
safety engineering and health
major from Madisonville, said
he plans to simply give his
girlfriend a little more tender
loving care.

Valentine's_legend evolves over centuries
By BRAD CRAFTON
Reporter

Over the last 13 centuries,
St. Valentine's Day has evolv·
ed from a holiday com·
memorating the death of a
Christian martyr, to the
lovers holiday, celebrating
romance and togetherness.
The legend of St. Valentine
includes the fact that there
were more than one. Church
records have indicated
anywhere from three to eight
St. Valentine's.

Some legends say that one of
the St. Valentine's was im·
prisoned and fell in love with
the jailer's daughter. He sent
her a farewell letter with the
signature "From Your Valen·
tine" which is still used on
cards and boxeti of candy
today.
The most likely source of the
celebratlon of Valentine's Day
is the Roman Lupercalia. The
Lupercalia was a Roman
festival honoring Faunus, the
god of nature. It was also at

GET DEEP! GET DARK!
GET A SUPER. TAN AT

~
-:flfll.~

~IJ

SUPER

~..............

this festival that parents
would put the names of their
children in a drawing to be
matched up with their mar·
riage partners.
Valentine's Day is marked
by the presence of another
Roman god, Cupid. Cupid is
the son of Venus and is
recognized as the god of love.
Cupid became part of the
Valentine's Day tradition as a
result of being pasted onto
Valentine's Day cards for
decoration and as a symbol of
love.
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Creativity in gift giving

Professors analyze love;
claim four general types

lessens strain on wallet

By KEN DARE

By AMY LEAR

Assistant Sports Editor

Staff Writer

Cupid has flung his arrow
straight through your heart
and love fills the air, but
beware, merchants have their
own bows and arrows and they
are aimed straight at your
wallet.
With Valentine hoopla
beginning soon after the new
year, stores decorate with
paper hearts, and aisles are
filled with chocolates, flowers,
teddy bears and other tokens
of love sure to lure all love
struck shoppers on this special
day. 1f the thought of a dozen
roses and sparkling jewelry is
turning your visions of love to
visions of dollar signs, try
these 25 personal and inexpensive ways to proclaim your
love.
If you must have sweets for
your sweet, skip the
store-bought goodies and
head for the kitchen. Bake a
batch of heart shaped cookies
or cupeakes sprinkled with red
sugar and baked with love. Or
bake a huge heart shaped
cake and personalize it with
your own special love
message. For all those
gourmet chefs, prepare your
love a special romantic dinner
complete with candlelight and
soft music. For the less adventurous cooks, make. a heart
shaped pizza for your favorite
Valentine.
If you want a more personal

gift, try combining all your
favorite snapshots and
momentos into a scrapbook
covered with red felt and lace.
Or frame that perfect picture
of you and your Valentine, as
a lasting reminder of your undying love.
Creative romantics can use
their talents to express their
love. Send your one and only a
poem written especially for
them or make a card that says
exactly what is in your heart.
Music can be a universal expression of love, so compose a
song for your Valentine and
deliver it in person as a singing telegram. Or, make a
"greatest hits" cassette of
your favorite songs, like the
one that played when you first
danced or the one that played
softly in the background as
you shared your frrst kiss.
Movie buffs could spend the
night cuddled in each other's
anna watching classic romantic movies, such as
Casablanca.
If the love of your life is an
animal lover at heart, visit the
local huma.ne society and
select an adorable kitten or
puppy to keep him or her company when you are away. If a
live animal is impractical, try
a small but cuddly stuffed
bear, dog or monkey.
Was your true love born
with a green thumb? Send
them a small houseplant. You
can watch it continue to grow
and flourish just like your love

and it will not wither within
· days, like roses.
For those sentimental
Romeos, give your Valentine a
single rose. It can be as special
as a dozen when delived clut;.
ched in the arms of a small
teddy bear.
For a winning pair, send
your :Valentine a deck of cards
that are all hearts combined
from four separate decks.
A secret Valentine could
send an object of affection with
the pieces to a homemade
heart puzzle, with the last
piece, revealing his identity,
arriving on Valentine's Day.
Or tie a heart shaped balloon
to your Valentine's car with a
small note attached.
For a Valentine that is miles
away you could send a half a
mizpah coin and keep the
other half near to your heart.
A couple that is two of a kind
could purchase matching
shirts and paint each other's
names on them. Or design a
one-of-a-kind shirt for your
one-in-a-million love.
Nature lovera could share an
afternoon walk ending with a
picnic in the park. If the
weather does not permit this,
spread a blanket on the floor
and move the picnic indoors.
These are just 25 of the ways
to say "I love you" without
breaking your budget. Ingenuity and sineerity are all it
takes to melt your Valentine's
heart without dissolving your
bank account. ~

As Valentine's Day approaches, love is on more and
more people's minds, but has
anyone thought about just how
complex love really is?
According to Dr. Adam Lanning, associate professor of
sociology, anthropology and
social work, there are four types
of love: companionate, romantic, sexual and altruistic.
CompanionatE! love is when
two people who care for each
other like and share the same
things. In companionate love,
the two people are good
companions.
"Companionate love involves
commitment and intimacy,"
said Dr. Jim Frank, profeSBOr of
health, physical education and
recreation.
"Companionate love is the
moat important element in a
relationship," Lanning said.
A second type of love is
romantic love.
"Romantic love is when we
idealize the love object," Lanning said.
"Romantic love involves the
love of a ~~pouse by a mate," said
Dr. Charles Homra, profeSBOr of
psychology. "It's important to
consider how one behaves during romantic love. There's a lot
of eye contact between the two
people and there is a wanting to
be in close proximity to each
other."
,
~ tbitd #pe ;a( lov~ ts eq:~
ual tove. ,
'"'"'
.,. •

"A lot of people confuse a
physical attraction to another
person for love and because of
sex they become confused,"
Frank said.
The fourth type of love is
altruistic.
''This is the most adult love,"
Lanning said. "It involies self.
denial, in that a person feels
good by making their mate fee1
good."
Frank, calling this type of
love consummate love, saw it
most exemplified in older
people.
"In a lot of older couples each
person is more concerned about
their partner than they are
about themselves," Frank said.
"This type of love involves commitment, intimacy and
passion."
"Compassionate (Altruistic)
love involves a genuine concern
for family and friends," Homra
said. "It involves a concern for
people."
Frank warned of the danger of
confusing infatuation w~th love.
"lruatuation involves paasion,
an almost hypnotic attraction to
another person during which a
person's faults are overlooked
and conflicts are avoided, Frank
said. "The old saying 'Love is
blind' should be 'Infatuation is
blind.'"
"Giving gifts can perpetuate a
relationship," Lanning said.
• "Giving gif\8 can be a ·way of
sustaining romantic love as
,well~ .a cOP).PJIJ.Si~ate lov~'
Homra said.
- 1:1

o/a[entine's
fLJance

;

Wednesday, :feb. 14
Curris Center
'Dance Lounge
8 p.m. - 10:30 p.m.

..

Sponsored by the Housing
Programming Council

, ........._ ,
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VALENTINES THROUGH THE YEARS: valentine cards
themselves have been a part of the Valentine tradition since around 1700. The first
commercially produced cards appeared around 1800 and today they continue to be
one of the most popular forms of saying " Be My Valentine." (upper left) Valentines
were often prtnted In the form of postal cards as shown In this collection from the
early 1900's. (lower left) School children In the 1920's exchanged colorful valentines which often depleted pl~tu res of children. (above) Valentines today depict a
variety of sentiments. Popular cartoon characters are often used to add humor to
Valentine's Day.
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Traditional roses remain
po·pu Ia~ . sy111bol··of.qlove~
of a pink rose says, "To perfect
happiness." The white rose
Staff Writer
means love and purity. said
When you are wonderi-ng John W. White, professor ofhor·
what to get your loved one for ticulture at Pennsylvania State
Valentine's Day sometimes the University.
And how does one care for
classic, traditional rose is the
such a thoughtful and expen·
best bet.
sive gift? The average rose has
" Roses are always the right
a life expectancy of one week.
atze, shape and
By nourishing
color," according
the roses with
lukewarm water,
to M e t r o
Newspapet• SCr·
th e bacteria
vice s , making
which hamperR
them by far, the
usual water ab·
most popular St.
sorption will be
killed. Also, keep
Valentine's gift.
This year, the
roses away from
most romantic
both drafts or
gesture, the gift
direct sunlight.
Roses thrive in
of a rose, symbolizing love,
cool, humid conpeace and friendship, will cost ditions. Another helpful hint is
anywhere ft·om $3 to $7 for a to trim the leaves from the
single rose, to between $65 to stem, so DD leaves are submerg·
$76 for a dozen roses, according ed in water, said Merlin Olsen,
to area florists.
a spokesman for FTD.
Red, symbolizing passion, is
But after the beauty of the
still the most popular color.
rose is gone, the rose may be
Yet a rose by any other color pressed or used in potpourri so
is still a rose. A yellow rose im- that it may continue to bring
plies friendship , while the gift joy to your valentine.
By MARIANNA ALEXANDER
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Give 'Em A Pizza
"
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~=----- Your Heart!~-

~mBDJ~[IDlL

Large
Heart-Shaped
Pizza, Large Pepsi
(2 Straws} &
1 Carnation
only

(While supplies last)

$10 99

FREE
30 minute
Delivery,
All Day Wednesday
Offer Good Feb. 14 Only

{Broken Heart Upon Request)

Don't forget

The Murray
State News
Every Friday!

-

Street

753-665.6
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eart o
Hey Disco Disaster,
can you show me
some moves?
Wackoff

Carroll, meow,
meow. I love you,
lots. Meow, meow.
Lisa
Gena, you mean
the world to mel
Happy V'Dayl
Susan
To my fiance
Annette, our love is
forever. Love Mike

Trevor: I'm so
proud to have
found you! Love,
Jackie
I luv my Sig family:
Missy, LaRe, Barry,
Moose. Gab

Shawn I love both
your personalities.
Be my valentine.
lisa

D.S.W., I love you
more than
Beanrolls and
Backrubs! L.A.H.

\

earts

Ron we can spend
the night tonight.
Love Wild Thang

Dana, you're the
best big sis ever!
Happy V'Dayl
Susan

Mom and Scott I
love you! Stacy

Hey Kooi-Aid, got
lots of time for your
love S&R

Melannie: Happy
Valentine's Day
from Purdue. I miss
you! Jason

Richie, Happy
Anniversary. I
luvbertl!! Forever
yours, "Sher-we"
C, what'd you get
me? A
Tina, Mike loves
you and happy
Valentine's from
your buddies
To our favorite
fellow, "We love
you," 3 gorgeous
girls
There'll never be
another you.
Happy Valentine's
Day! Nobody
Desperately
seeking Mr. Chris
Thompson to be
mine for Valentine's
Barry - Glad you're
back big brol
Missed yal Love
VLS

Mom and Dad
thanks for being
there. Love you!
Usa
Christy, wish
Donnie and Joe
were here. Don't
you? Usa
I'm running out of ·
things to say:
Angle-n- Chris?!?
To my webbed-foot
pud, I love you!
Your Puddet
Happy Vale)'ltine's
Day! These 67
weeks have been
wonderful. I love
you! JulleAnn
Dan, thanks for a
wonderful year! I
love you Tamara

Come take
advantage of our
Valentine's Day
specials!
Wolff System Tanning Center
Olympic Plaza
753-9653

* 16 tanning units
*Ne-w Wolff beds

Tanning is our only priority!
/-

..,

